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Abstract

Analog decoders are a class of soft-decision decoders that use probabilistic 

calculations to converge to a solution. Previous work has demonstrated the concept of 

analog decoders, including working prototypes. This thesis extends the physical 

design techniques of analog decoders by focusing on the interface with the remainder 

of the communication system, introducing a design methodology for and analyzing the 

testability of this interface.

This thesis analyzes the sample and hold and comparator circuits, and introduces 

analog test circuits for each one. A system-level testing circuit to allow observability 

of system variables is also introduced. The design methodology for this interface is 

demonstrated for an analog Fast-Fourier Transform chip. A portion of this interface is 

demonstrated on a chip implemented through CMC Microsystems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The main goal of any communication system is to deliver information in a reliable 

manner. The goal of communications engineers, at its most basic definition, is to 

increase the amount of information that can be moved across a channel, while reducing 

the power required to do so. One method one can use to achieve this goal is to 

improve the reliability of the data transmitted: this reduces the need to re-transmit 

data, or reduces the power at which it needs to be transmitted. Reliability can be 

improved using channel coding techniques, which are methods of adding redundancy 

to a message to improve the likelihood of error-free reception. For an introduction to 

channel coding see [1,2].

Many popular channel coding techniques make use of iterative decoding at the 

receiver. Iterative decoders use a parallel network of soft probability calculation 

nodes, which exchange information with each other. Presented at the input with Log- 

Likelihood Ratios (LLRs), values which represent the probability a given symbol is 1 

divided by the probability the same symbol is zero, each node uses extrinsic 

information from neighboring LLRs (based on the structure of the code) to increase 

confidence in the symbol, ideally converging to a confident ‘1’ or a confident ‘O’. 

Through this exchange, the local information of each channel sample contributes to the 

convergence of the estimate of the transmitted message as a whole.

These decoders are typically implemented using digital CMOS logic, using several bits 

to represent each LLR. However, these soft probability calculations also naturally map 

to simple analog circuits. Using these circuits is a potential approach for implementing 

iterative decoders. Previous work has demonstrated the concept of analog decoders 

(ADs), where measurements from fabricated chips have proven that the decoder core

1
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offers power and area gains over their pure-digital counterparts (due to, among other 

factors, reduction in overhead wiring and removal of the clock circuit) [3].

However, the demonstrated analog decoders are essentially proof-of-concept, designed 

to demonstrate specific aspects of analog decoding. Having proven these concepts, the 

new requirement is to demonstrate that analog decoders are viable options for 

integration into full receiver chains. This requires demonstrating system-level design: 

in particular, they must have an effective interface, and they must be testable.

Previous analog decoders used codes with extremely small block lengths (typically

(8,4) Hamming), as they were concerned more with the analog design than the 

effectiveness of the code. However, longer block lengths lead to more effective 

channel coding, and common commercial block lengths are frequently in the order of 

thousands of bits. To be a competitive technology, then, ADs must be able to process 

much longer block lengths than they currently do.

The input interface of an analog decoder typically consists of switched-capacitance 

sample and hold (SH) circuits. They do not perfectly store their data, instead 

introducing signal degradation through nonidealities such as leakage currents and 

charge injection errors. At the output is a bank of comparators, which act as analog-to- 

digital converters, producing digital values; the precision of these comparators has a 

direct effect on the output accuracy; if  the comparator makes an incorrect decision, the 

decoder processing is rendered useless. A well-designed interface is necessary for the 

continued growth of analog decoders.

Testability refers to the ease with which one can verify that a fabricated chip is 

structurally correct and will perform as designed; typically, the duration in which any 

one chip must be verified is on the order of milliseconds. Digital testing is generally 

based on fault models, with stuck-at faults being the most basic example. Analog

2
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testing is generally parametric, wherein a known signal is produced at the input and the 

output is measured for certain characteristics.

Since functional errors can result not only from fabrication errors such as dust 

contamination, but also from statistical variations such as mismatch, analog testing is 

frequently difficult and analog test circuits tend to be large. The current approach to 

testing analog decoders is to consider them as three sub-circuits: the input interface, 

the core, and the output interface. In 2005 researchers at the University of Alberta 

developed and demonstrated a Built-In Self Test (BIST) system to test the core circuits 

[4], The BIST also ran simple tests on the interfaces, but could only find the most 

basic faults and did not consider parametric variation. A more powerful test system is 

required before ADs can be considered to be truly testable.

This thesis seeks to extend the standard interface of analog decoders in two directions: 

to expand analog decoder interfaces to interfaces of an analog processing system, 

where the AD is combined with another analog system, and to provide test circuits for 

this case. These test circuits, when combined with the test circuits in [4], create a test 

system for an analog decoder. The ‘other analog system’ used for this thesis consists of 

an analog current-mode Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) circuit, one of the processing 

elements involved in an Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) 

receiver. The design and characterization of the FFT, and discussion of the integration 

o f an analog FFT with analog decoders, is documented in [5], completed in tandem 

with this thesis.

Here, this thesis examines a (256,121) FFT-AD combined system, and then 

demonstrates a design methodology for an interface for the combined system.

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces background information on 

OFDM receivers, focusing on FFT processors, analog decoders, SH circuits, 

comparator circuits, and analog testing. It also introduces the overall block diagram of

3
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an FFT-AD system in Figure 2.7; the main goal of this thesis is to design an interface 

and test system for the system shown in this diagram. Chapter 3 introduces the 

proposed circuits and test circuits for each block, including the AD, the FFT, SH, and 

comparator circuits. Chapter 4 examines a specific design of the interface for a 

combined (256,121) FFT and analog decoder system. This uses the schematics 

introduced in Chapter 3, examining specific device sizing for the (256,121) 

application. Chapter 5 demonstrates the layout of a 64-bit FFT chip that was 

fabricated to demonstrate the concept of an analog FFT; it uses the input interface and 

FFT test circuits designed in Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter 6 provides the conclusions 

and future outlook offered by this thesis.
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Chapter 2 

Background Information

This chapter provides the background information on the systems used in the 

remainder of the thesis. Each section is intended to provide a survey of pertinent 

literature surrounding each topic, and provide suitable grounding for the decisions and 

proposals in subsequent chapters. The topics in this chapter are organized from the 

most general to the most specific: Section 2.1 covers communication systems, OFDM 

receivers, and FFT processors. Then we focus solely on analog decoders in Section

2.2. The input and output interfaces of ADs are a primary focus on this thesis, so they 

are each examined in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 respectively. Finally, as another goal of this 

thesis is to improve ADs’ testability, analog testing is briefly reviewed in Section 2.5.

2.1. OFDM Communication Systems and FFT Processors

This section is intended to give an idea of an analog decoders’ place in a larger 

communication system. The basic model of a point-to-point communication system is 

shown in Figure 2.1. The common steps taken before transmission include source 

coding (data compression), channel coding (addition of redundancy), and modulation 

(physical representation of data). In the channel itself, noise is added. This model, and 

this thesis, assumes Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). In this model, the 

channel noise is a Gaussian variable of zero mean and standard deviation <j. At the 

receiver, each of these steps is ‘undone’ in order. This thesis is concerned with the 

receiver, particularly the channel decoding step.
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Information Source Channel ModulationSource Encoding Encoding

Information Source Channel Demod
Destination Decoding Decoding ulation

Channel

Channel
Noise

Figure 2.1: Basic Point-to-Point Communication System Model

In communication systems, channel coding is used to add redundancy to a signal to 

either increase the likelihood of proper reception for a given transmission power, or 

reduce the transmission power for a given likelihood of proper reception. The system 

at the receiver which uses this redundant information to check the quality of the 

received message is known as a channel decoder. The class of Analog Decoders is a 

subclass of ‘soft-decision’ iterative decoders that evaluate the probability that a given 

bit is a 1 or a 0. A review of iterative decoding is not offered here; for this the reader 

is encouraged to consult sources such as [2],

While it is academically convenient to consider the blocks in Figure 2.1 as self- 

contained systems, the truth is that design decisions in one block frequently affect the 

possible choices in other blocks. For this thesis, we will restrict consideration to an 

Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexed (OFDM) system; this is introduced here.

Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing is a digital modulation scheme that is 

popular for wideband digital communication systems. As the name suggests, it makes 

use of Frequency-Division Multiplexing, which where the available frequency 

spectrum is divided into dozens or hundreds of narrowband subchannels, and each 

channel carries its own message. OFDM takes one more step by modulating the 

individual channels, of which there are usually dozens or hundreds, with orthogonal 

carriers. This offers considerable complexity improvements in a number of areas.

6
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Since the modulated data streams are orthogonal, crosstalk between adjacent sub

channels is minimized, and guard tones between the sub-channels are unnecessary. 

Equalization at the receiver is simplified over schemes that require matched filtering; 

the data processing, to be discussed later, is easily implemented. This scheme also 

allows for easy adaptation to frequency-selective fading channels, and theoretically 

closely approximates the ‘water-filling’ technique for transmitting over such channels 

[6],

OFDM is widely considered to be one of the most important modulation schemes in 

the last 50 years; recently it has been included in wireless LAN standards such as IEEE 

802.11a [75] and IEEE 802.1 lg  (54 Mbps Wi-Fi [76]). It is also contained in the 

IEEE 802.16e (Wireless MAN) standard, on which the industrial standard Mobile 

WiMAX is based, and will be used in 4G cellular networks. Equally importantly, 

OFDM also receives a lot of attention for low-power networks, such as Wireless 

Sensor Networks or Smart Dust. This is important for this thesis, as these applications 

are those with the greatest applicability for analog decoders. It would not be 

unreasonable to expect that the first complete communication chain using analog 

decoders will be an OFDM system.

Consider, for a moment, how an FDM system might be implemented. The data to be 

transmitted is first coded, as in any other system, but is then split into N parallel 

channels in a Serial-to-Parallel (S-P) block. Each channel is then modulated by a 

separate filter and carrier and transmitted. At the receiver, matched filters each 

respond to their respective subchannels, and the resultant signal is reconstituted and 

decoded. If the carriers are chosen so that they are all mutually orthogonal, this can 

then be called an OFDM system. However, if these filters and carriers must be 

separately implemented, then this offers little hardware advantage over other, less 

complex systems. OFDM offers the greatest advantage if an efficient method can be 

found for generating all the orthogonal signals.

7
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To do this, consider a frame of binary data, N bits long; this can be represented as a 

vector dn. If an inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) is applied, the result is a 

time-domain signal D(t), described by

D(t) = IDFT(dn) = J ^d ne
N  . ,2  7T

j ( — )nt 
N (2 .1)

n=1

The set of exponential signals

j ( — )nt
N

e ,(/i = 0,±1,±2,...) (2 .2)

are mutually orthogonal (see a proof in [7]), so D( t) is necessarily a set of orthogonal 

vectors as well. This is an exciting result: a set of orthogonal vectors can be easily 

generated, simply by performing an IDFT. At the receiver, this can be undone by 

performing a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), and the signal dn is recovered. In 

practice, the IDFT and DFT are usually implemented using the inverse Fast-Fourier 

Transform (IFFT) and Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT).

The transmitter is shown in Figure 2.2. The IFFT block replaces a set of filters and 

modulators (one each would otherwise be required for each channel).

Re{P(t)}

Data In Coding IFFT To
Transmitterlm{D(t)}

90'

Figure 2.2: OFDM Transmitter Block Diagram

The receiver is shown in Figure 2.3. The incoming signal is demodulated, digitized, 

and then processed with an FFT to generate the signal values. These N values are then
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converted parallel to serial (P-S), decoded, and sent to the remainder of the 

communications chain.

^ ADC
Decod

ing ►To Data 
Processing

From—
Receiver

FFT

ADC

Figure 2.3: OFDM Receiver Block Diagram

As this thesis focuses on the receiver chain, the FFT block will be considered further. 

‘Fast Fourier Transform’ describes algorithms to quickly find the Discrete Fourier 

Transform (DFT). The most popular method was introduced in 1965 by Cooley and 

Tukey [8]; it recursively breaks down the DFT into smaller DFTs which in turn consist 

of smaller DFTs. This allows for the size and complexity of DFTs to slowly grow as 

the size of the computation grows. A common method used to represent FFTs is the 

Butterfly Diagram, for which an 8-bit version is shown in Figure 2.4. Filled-in circles 

represent addition, and empty circles represent duplication of a value. The circles 

represent multiplication, either by ‘twiddle factors’ (also called ‘weighting factors’) or 

by-1.

Analog decoding is based on the observation that analog circuits can implement a 

factor graph as effectively as can a digital circuit. Implementation of an FFT processor 

is the same situation: given a representation of a data flow graph, the system can be 

implemented using analog circuits [10]. Each node is implemented using current 

mirrors, creating a full analog current-mode FFT. For this implementation, the system 

would look like that in Figure 2.5. In contrast to Figure 2.3, this receiver has no ADCs. 

Also, the data delivery from the FFT to the decoder happens in parallel; the parallel-to- 

serial conversion happens in the shift register at the output of the decoder.

9
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y[4]

y[2]

•  y[3]

w 3N tw 21 N

Error! Figure 2.4: Eight-Bit FFT Connection Diagram (based on [9])

Re

From—
Receiver

— N- Decod
ing

Analog
FFT

-1—►To Data 
Processing

Figure 2.5: Analog OFDM Receiver System

The focus of this review will now shift to the ‘Decoding’ block as shown in Figure

2.5. The next section examines Analog Decoders, including their history and current 

research.

10
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2.2. Analog Decoders

Previous to this section, ADs were treated only as blocks, without discussion of their 

functionality or design. This section offers such a discussion: it reviews the general 

concept of analog decoders, major research in the field to date, and design issues 

currently facing the field.

First, consider translinear circuits [11]. Translinear circuits make use of an idealized 

device with an exponential transconductance, or

Circuits have been developed that use this simple transfer function to calculate various 

mathematical and geometric equations [11, 12]; the most well-known of these is the 

Gilbert Multiplier [13]. Translinear circuits were originally implemented using Bipolar 

Junction Transistors (BJTs), but in as early as the 1970s, it was shown that the same 

idealized relationship could be made from CMOS transistors operating in their 

subthreshold region, when the gate-to-source voltage is less than the device’s threshold 

voltage, or

As a result, complex calculations, such as channel decoding, can be implemented 

using only subthreshold CMOS transistors; because of the requirements of (2.4) they 

must be operated at an extremely low supply voltage and at very low current levels. 

This subthreshold operation has been the focus of much study in both digital and 

analog circles, as it allows for operation while consuming very low power. Analog 

decoders consisting of CMOS transistors operating in this region operate at a lower 

overall power consumption than their purely digital counterparts [14], though perhaps 

with speed limitations. For further analysis on the applicability and limitations of 

CMOS translinear circuits, see [11] or [14],

Analog decoders should not be viewed as a revolutionary idea unto themselves, but a 

natural consequence of work in iterative decoding methods and analog Viterbi

I  O C  g 1*  ’ 
J -D  <5 • (2.3)

(2.4)
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decoding (see [15] for an example analog Viterbi decoding, or [16] for an early diode- 

based decoder for trellis codes). The theoretical analysis is identical to that of digital 

decoding methods, including use of Tanner graphs to describe the connections. The 

only system-level difference between analog and digital decoding is that the analog 

process is continuous (as opposed to being synchronous in typical digital applications), 

and the quantization error in the digital case is replaced by mismatch error in the 

analog case. Loeliger’s 2001 paper [17] is widely used as an introductory presentation 

of analog decoders.

The first documentation of analog decoders is [18], a patent submitted by J. Hagenauer 

in Germany in 1997. In 1998, Hagenauer [19] and H.A. Loeliger et al [20] 

independently presented conference papers proposing the use of analog electronic 

networks to decode error correcting codes. In contrast to previous work on analog 

Viterbi decoders, the work both by Hagenauer and by Loeliger was inspired by turbo

style decoding of codes described by graphs. Large gains, in terms of speed or power 

consumption, over digital implementations were forecast.

The first working analog decoder to be published was presented in [3]. It introduced a 

current-mode BiCMOS decoder for memory channels; the chip consisted of discrete 

check and variable nodes, which were wired together across a PCB to create the 

circuit. This provided the essential first demonstration of the effectiveness of analog 

decoders. It is also the first paper to make the claim that, “A comparison [of their 

circuit] to an equivalent digital implementation exhibits more than two orders of 

magnitude less power and/or more speed”, a statement often used in arguments 

supporting analog decoders.

The next analog decoder was presented in 2000 by Hagenauer’s group [21]. This too 

was implemented in BiCMOS. At the time, the authors observed that “CMOS devices 

operating below threshold also show exponential behaviour, but it is difficult to ensure 

this operating mode for all devices in a circuit.”

12
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Hagenauer’s proposed CMOS solution was first implemented by Winstead and 

Schlegel at the University of Utah, who implemented the first CMOS-only decoder (an

(8,4) Hamming decoder) [22]. This can also be considered to be the first analog 

decoder system -  it offered a full interface and core integrated on a single chip. 

CMOS circuits in subthreshold operation are appropriate for building translinear 

circuits as they have the requisite exponential transfer function [23]. While designed 

for operation in the weak-inversion region, this decoder continued to work in the 

strong inversion region, and with an allowed for a throughput of up to 20 Mbit/s.

Since 2001, dozens o f chips have been produced, demonstrating analog decoding for 

Hamming [4, 22, 24], Turbo [25, 26] (including work on programmable interleavers in 

[27]), and LDPC [28] codes.

2.2.1. AD System-Level Simulation
Any system must be effectively simulated before it can be manufactured; however, 

simulating large-scale analog systems, such as analog decoders, is extremely 

computationally intensive.

The digital iterative decoders that analog decoders are based on can easily be 

simulated in any software language, such as C, VHDL, or Verilog HDL. These can be 

then extended, using simple analytical analog models, for system-level analog design. 

However, they are only valid to a first order degree of accuracy, so are not, on their 

own, sufficient for design. Far better would be to run transistor-level circuit 

simulations, such as SPICE [29] (Simulation Package with Integrated Circuit 

Emphasis) simulation. However, this is computationally intensive. In particular, 

design questions such as mismatch and system characterization issues such as Bit 

Error Rate (BER), are extremely difficult to simulate as they are of a statistical nature 

that may only be evident after millions of iterations. For this reason, many researchers 

have attempted to create high-level models of analog decoders, for quick design and

13
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verification. This section introduces approaches towards modeling different portions 

of AD systems.

Mathematical Modeling

Hemati [30] presented a model for analog decoding, arguing that the processing of 

analog decoders is analogous to the Successive Over Relaxation (SOR) numerical 

method for solving nonlinear functions. Furthermore, he argues that an analog 

decoder is superior to a synchronous digital decoder based on its underlying dynamics.

Delay Modeling

It is commonly agreed that an iterative decoder continues processing until it has 

converged to a solution. However, in the case of analog decoders the stopping 

criterium is vague -  the decoder must continue processing until the values are suitably 

diverged that the comparators can make a correct decision on them (this spurring 

strong emphasis on comparator precision and accuracy). Even if  firm stopping criteria 

were known, there is not a strong method to predict the time the decoder core would 

need to converge in every case. In [31] Hemati et al. present a model where each check 

and variable node in the decoder consists of an instantaneous transfer function 

followed by an RC low pass filter. However, an analysis presented in [32] found that 

this model was accurate for cases with no errors, but not when the input codeword had 

several errors; as these are the cases of most interest, this model is not yet sufficient.

Monte Carlo Simulation with Importance Sampling

Monte Carlo Simulation is a statistical simulation method, designed to allow for 

variation in a given variable. To run the simulation, the variables must be declared as 

statistically varying values, such as a Gaussian variable with a given mean and 

standard deviation. In one iteration, the simulator randomly selects values for each 

variable, then runs the simulation and records the results. It then randomly selects new

14
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values and runs the simulation for the second iteration. This is continued until the 

stopping point (which may be as simple as a given number of iterations) is reached. 

This is a well-known and popular technique, but suffers from a major problem: to 

accurately simulate a Gaussian distribution, millions of samples may be required to 

achieve a significant number of samples in the ‘tails’ of the distribution, beyond 2 <j 

from the mean. In addition, the large numbers of samples that fall close to the mean 

are generally not valuable, since the purpose of Monte Carlo simulation is to view the 

statistical outliers. It is of little use for the designer to be informed that the circuit 

works when the variance of a value from its expected value is small; the cases of 

interest are when variance is large.

Importance Sampling, first explored in [33], was then applied in [34] as a means of 

improving Monte Carlo simulation. Under importance sampling, when the simulator 

selects the values, the selection process is weighted so that the error cases are more 

likely. This reduces the cases that convey little information, and allows the designer to 

focus on the outliers. The number of samples required to achieve meaningful results, 

of importance sampling is often superior to that of Monte Carlo sampling by several 

orders of magnitude [35], and in the published case for analog decoders allowed BER 

simulations to the order of BER = 10 4 to be completed with only a few thousand 

samples [34], This comes at some cost in accuracy; a review of the costs and benefits 

associated with this technique is available in [36],

Density Evolution

A second technique for modeling mismatch uses Density Evolution. In this approach, 

device parametric variation is modelled as a probability density function (pdf). This is 

processed by the transfer function in each node, shaping the pdf until it too is referred 

to the input. Winstead et al. [37] assumed mismatch to be a Gaussian variation in 

current at the output of each transistor; they found that mismatch had a negligible 

effect in the overall decoding efficiency as long as mismatch was less than 20%, a 

result achievable by analog designers in most processes. This is an encouraging result,
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though the assumption of current variation is overly simplistic; the most popular 

mismatch model [38] also considers mismatch of the device’s threshold voltage.

2.2.2. Design Issues & Techniques

This section introduces the major design issues surrounding analog decoders, and 

offers a survey of approaches researchers have taken towards solving or accounting for 

these design issues.

Mismatch

Device mismatch in analog circuits refers to a device’s parameter variations from 

design and, within a single design, from each other. It usually has negative 

consequences for the circuit, and as such must be minimized or at least considered 

during the design of an analog circuit. The most popular model, first suggested in 

[38], assumes that, for the simple NMOS device current equation

where A(W/L) and AF. are Gaussian variables with a mean of zero and a process-

specific variance. Critics of this model suggest that this model owes its popularity 

more to its simplicity rather than its accuracy, but its staying power is undeniable.

As analog decoders matured, mismatch was of increasing concern. Lustenberger first 

addressed the issue in [39], concluding that the overall accuracy of analog decoders is 

limited by device mismatch. In the same paper he offered an analytical approximation 

for use in decoder models. Since then, further attempts have been made to 

characterize the effect of mismatch, usually treating it as another source of systematic 

noise for the decoder to overcome.

(2.5)

that mismatch can be modeled with additive Gaussian variables:

(2 .6)
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In [26] Gaudet et al. modeled mismatch as a variation in voltage signals passed 

between nodes as

V ACTUAL =  A  +  ^  V NOMINAL ’ ^

where £ is a Gaussian variable of zero mean and some variance <7. Bit error rate 

(BER) simulations then showed that global mismatch, which is when devices vary 

over large distances, has little effect on the overall performance. However, local 

mismatch had a flattening effect on the BER curves, particularly with longer block 

lengths. Dai et al. [40] performed a similar analysis, but assumed a Gaussian variance 

in currents instead of voltages; they concluded that the power loss due to mismatch, as 

referred to the input of the decoder, is

W <ffl) = 101°g. o<1 + ^ W -  (2-8>

where No is the channel noise power, <j is the variance of the device mismatch, and rj 

is a process constant varying from 0.25 to 0.8 [37]. Using density evolution analysis 

(discussed later), these results were extended to place an upper limit on the variance of 

the current factor (A(kn -W/L)  in (2.6) above) of 20%.

Testability

Testability refers to the ease with which one can verily that a fabricated chip is 

structurally correct and will perform as designed. Digital testing is generally based on 

fault models, with stuck-at faults being the most basic example. Analog testing is 

generally parametric, wherein a known signal is produced at the input and the output is 

measured for certain characteristics. Analog testing is frequently difficult (functional 

errors can result not only from fabrication errors, such as dust contamination, but also 

from statistical variations such as mismatch) and analog testing circuits tend to be 

large.

In 2005, Yiu [4] introduced a built-in self test (BIST) module for analog decoders. It 

considered the system as three sub-circuits: the input interface, the core, and the output
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interface. The BIST tested the core circuits, but only ran simple tests on the interfaces, 

but only finds the most basic faults. Furthermore, its ‘digital test of analog circuits’ 

methodology only finds structural faults, not parametric errors that may still fell an 

analog circuit.

Interfacing

In a typical implementation, such as that shown in Figure 2.6, all the inputs must be 

presented at the input of an analog decoder in parallel. Since the symbols arrive 

serially, they must then be stored until all the symbols arrive. In digital systems this is 

easily achieved using a shift register, but in an analog system this requires switched- 

capacitance sample and hold circuits. Likewise, at the output there must be a parallel- 

to-serial as well as an analog-to-digital conversion, usually implemented using 

comparators and a shift register.
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Digital Output
(Serial)
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(n,k) Analog Decoder

2*n SHs

SHSH SH2*n SHs

Analog Input (Serial)

Figure 2.6: Analog Decoder Interface [14]

Unlike a shift register, capacitance-based circuits do not perfectly store their data, 

instead introducing signal degradation through leakage currents and charge injection 

errors. Since analog decoders use differential signals, there are twice as many values to 

be stored as there are symbols.

The question of interfacing was first addressed in [41]; it proposed three separate 

interfaces for a current-mode code, including an all-digital interface using on-chip D/A 

converters at the input and comparators at the output. In his design, Winstead [22]
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used an ‘analog-in digital-out’ design which used sample and hold circuits and 

comparators, but assumed an off-chip D/A converter at the input, as shown in Figure 

2.1. In this interface, the input is analog; the DAC is not considered to be a part of the 

system. The values are loaded into a bank of Sample and Hold (S/H) units, then (when 

all the values have been loaded) are transferred into a second bank that feeds the core. 

tn refers to the clock; each of the first bank of comparators is loaded at the same time, 

and the second bank is all driven from the same clock. For the FFT values to be 

formatted correctly for use in the AD, they must undergo a conversion from imaginary 

values to real ones; this block is included in Figure 2.7. This is explained in [10]; the 

system-level effect is to halve the number of wires leading into the AD. On the output 

side there is a bank of comparators, who make the final decision on a bit’s value. The 

comparators’ digital output is loaded into a shift register (SR) that is then shifted into 

the next portion of the communication chain.

Consider each block in Figure 2.7. The ‘Analog Decoder’ block has been well- 

examined, as shown in this section. The ‘FFT Processor’ and ‘Complex to Real 

Conversion’ blocks are analyzed in [5]. This leaves only the interfaces to be analyzed: 

they are considered in the following two sections.
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Figure 2.7: Combination Analog FFT and Analog Decoder System
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2.3. Input Interface

As shown in Figure 2.6 and 2.7, the typical input interface of an AD consists of two 

banks of Sample and Hold (SH) elements. This section summarizes the basic 

parameters that need to be considered when designing both the circuit itself and its test 

method.

A sample-and-hold circuit is designed to hold the value of an analog signal for a given 

period of time, usually one clock pulse. Frequently used in analog-to-digital 

converters (ADCs), they are used to hold data that is to be analyzed or processed in 

some way. The simplest sample-and-hold circuit is a capacitor and a switch 

(implemented with a PMOS transistor), as shown in Figure 2.8 [42]. When the switch 

is closed (digital signal CLK is low), the circuit is in the tracking phase, where the 

voltage on the capacitor matches Vjn. When CLK goes high, the capacitor is isolated 

from Vjn, so it holds its voltage at what ideally is a constant level (this is known as the 

hold phase).

CLK Gain = 1
OUT

Figure 2.8: Basic Sample and Hold

Sample and hold elements use some combination of three basic elements: a storage 

element, input control, and an output amplifier (optional). These three elements are 

discussed below.
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Sample and Holds require some method to store a charge. Voltage-mode techniques 

generally use a capacitor to store the charge. A well-designed capacitive storage unit 

can be very precise, but the designer must be aware of certain design parameters [43].

Switched Current is a current-mode equivalent; it uses diode-connected transistors to 

mirror input current. This method is still effectively capacitance-based, but can be 

effective at mirroring input current levels [44], This has a derivative called Switched 

Voltage; it uses the Switched Current circuits for storage, but then the output signal is 

read as a voltage across a load [45], However, it should be noted that these circuits are 

not free of the issues surrounding capacitive storage; some cells ([45][46]) still use 

capacitance to maintain voltage levels at certain nodes. These nodes are subject to all 

the issues surrounding capacitive storage, as will be discussed later.

To connect the storage unit to the value being sampled, a switch must be used. This is 

usually implemented using a single transistor or a transmission gate (one NMOS and 

one PMOS in parallel, controlled from inverted signals). The transmission gate has 

lower input impedance and a greater range, though is at least twice as large and 

complex as a single gate. It also requires complementary control signals, whereas a 

single gate only requires one signal.

A unity-gain output amplifier is generally shown so that the capacitor sees a high input 

impedance into the next circuit element. This also avoids the charge-sharing problem: 

if  an output switch is used to connect to another element, when the switch is closed the 

charge on the capacitor is spread among the capacitor and the input capacitance of the 

next element. This will reduce the output voltage. If no output amplifier is chosen, 

this must be suitably planned for.

The main parameters to be considered include the acquisition time, droop voltage, and 

pedestal error [43]. These occur at different points in the circuit’s operation, and so 

will be divided into the following sections: Sample Interval, Sample-to-Hold
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Transition, Hold Interval, and Hold-to-Sample Transition. These are illustrated in 

Figure 2.9. The signals are as labeled in Figure 2.8. The input voltage, Vjn, changes 

during the hold interval. When CLK goes high, the capacitor charges to Vum, taking 

tLOAD seconds to do so. During the transition to the hold interval, pedestal error 

occurs, and then during the hold interval voltage droop occurs.

Transition
H

Sample Transition Hold 
Interval ! , Interval

Hold
Interval

CLK

►  t

N -1

►  t
P edestal

ErrorVc V oltage Droop
N -1

►  t
L o a d

Figure 2.9: SH Timing Diagram, with Major Parameters

Sample Interval

The main parameter considered here is the acquisition time, here denoted tLOAD, 

defined as the time required for the capacitor to charge to the data line’s value [47]. 

This is dominated by the circuit’s RC time constant; thus a smaller capacitance results 

in a faster acquisition time. Lesser factors include switching delay time, multiplexer 

settling time, and capacitive ‘ringing’, which is a long settling time due to poor 

damping of the RC circuit.

Also measured is the throughput offset, resulting from any nonlinearity in the device 

or the following amplifier (this includes offset/nonlinearity of the buffer amplifier, if 

used). Circuit linearity can be improved by using a fully differential circuit [45].
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Sample-to-Hold Transition

The main concern during this phase is charge injection from the CMOS switch(es). 

This is termed the pedestal error, defined as the ratio of the induced voltage error to 

the full-scale input voltage range [48], Unfortunately, this problem is difficult to face 

as available simulators do not accurately model charge injection errors. However, the 

general model for charge injection is [49]:

Qc = - •  WLCox(VDD -  VIN - V T) (2.9)
n

where W is the pass-transistor’s width, L its effective length, Cox and Vt are 

fabrication parameters, and 1/n refers to the fraction of the charge emitted from the 

source of the pass-transistor (n is typically selected to be 2). Recalling the simple 

equation

Qc = Vc C,  (2.10)

and modeling the case where an unknown fraction of the charge is emitted from each

of the source and the drain, and the source is connected to the capacitor of the S/H

unit, the net effect on the capacitor is:

A7, _ l WLCox(VDD -  Vm — VT) (2 n )
n C

From this equation one can see that using a larger capacitor compensates for this 

problem, as does minimizing overall transistor size.

Another important effect is that of using a transmission gate (with similarly-sized 

transistors) instead of a pass transistor. Because the charge injection is dependent on 

transistor geometry, but not charge mobility, the charge injection will likely be similar 

for adjacent NMOS and PMOS transistors. The injection of electrons from an NMOS 

and holes from a PMOS will then cancel each other out (assuming no mismatch; even 

when mismatch is considered, the total charge injected would be less than if  a single 

gate were to be used). Similarly, extra devices known as ‘dummy transistors’ can be 

added between the pass transistor and the capacitor [49]. Such a device usually has
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half the size of the pass transistor, uses the same charge carrier as the pass transistor, 

but uses a clock signal that is complementary to the pass transistor. For example, an 

NMOS pass transistor will have an NMOS dummy transistor. When CLK goes high, 

the pass transistor is opened and the dummy transistor is closed. When this happens, 

the charge injected by the pass transistor is absorbed by the dummy transistor.

Using a differential topology is also useful for reducing charge-injection errors. 

However, the layout engineer must ensure the S/Hs are laid out such that the process 

parameters do not widely vary between the two devices.

Hold Interval

Voltage Droop Error occurs during the hold phase. This is the slow discharge of the 

capacitor through the transistors (which are ideally open circuits, but in fact have some 

finite resistance) Approximating the discharging capacitor as a linear circuit, the droop 

voltage expression is given in [50]:

I
A V = t LEAK

C STOR £
(2 .12)

where Ileak is the aggregate leakage current and tsTOR is the time over which the 

capacitance C must maintain a value. Leakage through the transistor could be through 

substrate leakage, which is leakage through the reverse PN junction between the drain 

and the base, and subthreshold current through the channel itself. Substrate leakage 

was found to be negligible for ADs [50]; subthreshold current can be described [14] as

■ I  *eo (2.13)

where Io is a process and device dimension parameter, K  is a fabrication constant, and 

Ut = 0.025 V is the well-known thermal voltage. Typically K  = 0.7 (unitless), but 

K  may lie in a range between 0.5 and 0.99 [14]
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Leakage current can be minimized by layout techniques such as designing a guard ring 

around the capacitor [47], but cannot be completely avoided. For this reason, it is best 

to be in the ‘hold’ interval for as short a period of time as possible. This in turn means 

maximizing the system’s clock frequency. Use of a differential configuration is also 

helpful here because the capacitors tend to discharge at similar rates.

In multiplexed circuits, there is also the concern that ‘data feedthrough’, or capacitive 

coupling between the storage capacitor and the data line, will affect the stored value. 

For this reason it is important that the designer separate the data line and capacitor as 

far as possible. A design possibility is to use a distribution tree like that in [26]. The 

typical setup is that all SH circuits are fed from the same data line. This, here termed 

the “Bus Distribution Method” is shown in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10: Bus Distribution Method

The method in [26], here termed the “Multiplexer Distribution Method”, uses a 

distribution tree (as shown in Figure 2.11), where each node has only two switches, 

and several switches must be activated to access any one capacitor. This can greatly 

reduce data feedthrough, as there could be several switches between the data node and
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a capacitor, thoroughly insulating it. However, this requires more transistors and tends 

to be slower than the Bus Method (this is explored further in Chapter 4).

X
X

Figure 2.11: Multiplexer Distribution Method

Clock feedthrough is also a concern. Unfortunately, conventional models do not 

successfully predict the effects of clock feedthrough [51]. The designer must be sure to 

route clock lines as far from the storage node as possible.

Hold-to-Sample Transition

This section generally has few errors, as the data is neither being sampled nor read. It 

is generally not an area of concern to designers.

The major design and test S/H parameters are summarized in Table 2.1 on the next 

page. The review of AD interfaces is now half complete; we will now move to the 

output interface.
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Table 2.1: Sample and Hold Design Parameters

Parameter Optimization Method

Pedestal Error Increase C

Use differential signals

Decrease W*L of transmission gate

Use transmission gate, not pass-transistor

Data Feedthrough Wire data line far from capacitors 

Use a distribution tree instead of one line

Clock Feedthrough Wire clock line far from capacitor

Voltage Droop Increase C

Reduce leakage current 

Minimize storage time 

Use Differential Signals

2.4. Output Interface

As shown in Figure 2.7, the output interface for analog decoders generally consists of 

comparators and a shift register. The design of a digital shift register is trivial (with 

the exception of mixed-signal placement issues, such as ensuring that it is far from 

noise-sensitive sensitive analog circuits); here the design of comparators will be 

considered.

Comparators are simple circuits designed to implement the ideal transfer function

J F ifVin > Vin 
Vout = { °D * 1 ... 2. (2.14)V ifVin < Vin v '

>• S S  J  1 2

Current-mode circuits implement a similar transfer function, but with current inputs 

(see [52-54] for examples). Although the output signals are digitized, comparators 

themselves are inherently analog devices; it is appropriate to think of comparators as 

extremely high-gain differential amplifiers, or as 1-bit analog-to-digital (A/D) 

converters [55].
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In general, modem comparators use some combination of three basic elements: a 

differential amplifier, usually at the input, which magnifies the difference in the input 

signal, a positive feedback element to reinforce and magnify this difference, and a 

metastable output latch, which is driven by the first two elements to a final state. This 

element is used in clocked designs (simple comparators may only have the first two 

elements), and must be reset in between reads.

It should be stressed that these are not necessarily three distinct stages. However, 

these elements are all included somewhere within the circuit. These elements are 

discussed in further detail below.

Differential Amplifier

The simplest comparator can be a differential amplifier with such high gain that the 

output is driven to Vdd or Vss by even the slightest difference in input voltage. Some 

modem designs essentially do this (see [56] for an example), and regardless of other 

components almost all comparators start with a differential amplifier at the input [57]. 

This is so that the later stages, which switch to a 0 or a 1 based on the input, have a 

clear signal for maximum precision. However, errors resulting from device mismatch 

between the differential pair is a serious cause of error, and in circuits requiring high 

sensitivity must be taken into account. This is discussed further below.

Positive Feedback

Positive feedback is important for magnifying the output of the differential amplifier 

into a large output signal. Through this stage, some small difference at the output of 

the differential stage will be quickly taken up by the positive feedback and magnified 

into a much larger value. This increases the overall speed of the output as a larger 

signal can be more quickly resolved by the output stage.
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Metastable Output Latch

The output stage, frequently a basic latch such as a pair of cross-connected inverters, 

makes the final decision as to whether the output will be a 1 or a 0. As it must be reset 

(returned to its metastable state) after each decision, this stage is not included in all 

designs but is generally used in dynamic, or clocked, comparators. This is not as 

limiting as it may seem; most modem designs are clocked. In addition, use of a 

dynamic comparator is an effective method of reducing static power consumption, 

because the ‘clock’ transistors can be used to cut off current paths when not in use 

[58]. The remainder of this survey assumes a latch.

Comparators are primarily analog devices, derived from analog amplifiers, so are 

generally measured using the same characteristics: speed, power consumption, input 

offset error, hysteresis, and common-mode rejection [57]. These factors are briefly 

explored below.

The speed of a comparator is measured in terms of its propagation delay, the total time 

from when an input changes to the time the output changes. Delays are usually on the 

order of tens of nanoseconds, with the fastest circuits having a total delay of less than 

Ins [59]. In order to maximize a comparator’s speed, one must minimize the voltage 

swing of the amplification stage [60]. The comparator in [61], for example, uses 

diode-connected transistors to minimize total voltage swing. Speed can be optimized 

using positive feedback, but positive feedback applied at the input reduces the circuit’s 

overall sensitivity. As a result, the most common practice among high-speed 

comparators is to use a positive feedback latch at the output which is reset before each 

read [62]. Comparator outputs are digital, so a slower-than-design speed manifests 

itself at the output as excessively slow pull-up or pull-down times. Some attention 

must be given to logical effort/fanout considerations, which is whether the output stage 

is capable of driving its load capacitance. If required an inverter chain with 

increasingly large inverters could be applied to reduce this problem [63].
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Power is measured as total power dissipated, at a given frequency, with a given input 

signal. A comparator’s power consumption is generally at odds with speed 

requirements: as with many circuits, high speed means being able to quickly charge or 

discharge parasitic and load capacitance, and doing so requires being able to source a 

large current. A study in [64] compared the effect o f pre-charging the latch to Vdd, 

Vdd/2, or just above the transistor’s Vt. It found that pre-charging to Vdd/2 consumes 

the least power of the 3 options.

Offset is the problem receiving the most attention from comparator designers. It is 

generally caused by mismatch between transistors in current mirrors used in designs. 

For a differential pair (typically the first stage in a comparator), there are 3 major 

values that cause error: differences in the load resistances, differences in the W/L 

ratios and differences in the V j in the input transistors. This has the effect of changing 

the input threshold, modifying the transfer function in (2.11) to:

where Vos is the offset voltage, and can be positive or negative. The effects of input 

offset can also be mitigated by using a fully differential design [62], This has the 

added benefit in being effective against noise from the clock and power supply [55].

Circuits requiring high precision can use an external compensation circuit (for 

examples see [65] [62] [66]). The most popular circuit uses a switched capacitance 

design, which uses charged capacitors as a means of correcting for offset (for an 

example, see [67]). In this method there is a ‘calibrate’ phase and an ‘evaluate’ phase. 

During the calibrate phase, the load transistors are switched into a diode configuration, 

and charge a set of capacitors Because each transistor charges its own capacitor, each 

capacitor is charged according to the particular characteristics of that transistor. During 

the evaluate phase, these capacitors are connected to the output of the amplifier, and in 

doing so compensate for the mismatch of the transistors. This is an effective method 

of compensation, but adds complexity because it frequently requires multiple,

(2.15)
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precisely timed, clock signals, and the switches required introduce a charge injection 

error into the circuit. This can be met through conventional charge-injection 

mediation, but is nonetheless a source of error. For applications that require a large 

number of comparators, such as ADs or flash ADCs, these techniques are unpopular 

because of the huge area requirements. However, it is undeniable that some form of 

mismatch compensation is required. A different compensation approach for flash 

ADCs can be seen in [68], but this does not easily translate to ADs.

Resolution is the comparator’s precision -  the range beyond which it can reliably 

differentiate between the input signals. Resolution is also a parameter of the input 

amplifier. Like input offset, this is effectively a property of the input amplifier. 

General amplifier design is not covered in this thesis.

As a differential circuit, an ideal comparator does not react to a signal present at both 

inputs, DC or otherwise. The Common-Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR) is a measure 

of this quality. This is generally an important measure for comparators, but not for 

comparators being used in a ‘slicer’ configuration, in which one input is tied to a 

constant value. CMRR is also a property of the input amplifier.

Hysteresis is the dependence of the input threshold on the comparator’s previous input 

[42]. Hysteresis is typically a concern in comparator design, but can be mitigated by 

using a clocked design that resets the input values in between reads. As most modem 

designs are clocked, hysteresis is no longer considered to be a major concern.

The major comparator design parameters are summarized in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2 -  Comparator Design Parameters

Parameter Optimization Method

Speed Minimize swing 

Include reset capabilities

Power Consumption Precharge to Vdd/2

Input Offset Reduce Mismatch of input stage 

Use switched-capacitance compensation

Resolution No feedback to input stage 

Higher gain

Common-mode rejection Common-mode feedback element

Hysteresis Use clocked design with reset capabilities

This completes the review of analog decoder interfaces. The final section offers a 

brief review of analog testing, as this thesis seeks to add testability features to the 

design of AD systems.

2.5. Analog Testing

This thesis introduces test circuits for analog circuits and systems. Before this can be 

done, an introduction to analog test methods is required.

In [69], the authors divide analog test methods into specification-oriented testing and 

waveform-oriented testing. Specification-oriented testing means that the test engineer 

chooses limits on a circuit’s parameters, such as an amplifier’s resolution. If the circuit 

parameter fails to fall within these limits, then it is assigned a ‘fail’. An easy extension 

of this concepts is to introduce ‘binning’, wherein a circuit will receive a grade, such 

as A, B, or C, based on its performance. This allows circuits to be classified for sale 

while keeping yield high. This is generally extremely time consuming and requires 

extensive testing equipment.
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Waveform-oriented testing involves using a waveform generator and observing the 

circuit’s response to that waveform. For simple signal processing elements, such as 

PLLs or amplifiers, this is best because much can be determined based on the circuit’s 

response to a given input. Waveform based testing could involve generation of a sine 

wave to test the performance of a PLL, but could be as simple as generation of these 

simple ramp voltage sweep to test the input of a comparator. This method can be 

considered to be functional testing; the tester attempts to generate waveforms similar 

to actual inputs, and the performance of the circuit is required. It is the test engineer’s 

responsibility to choose test signals that accurately represent operating conditions, so 

that if  the circuit correctly processes the test signal, it will correctly process actual 

signals as well.

ADC
Waveform
Generator

Digital
Processing

CUT

Legend
-  Digital Signal
— Analog Signal

Figure 2.11: Analog Test Apparatus (based on [70])

Reference [70] offers a typical block diagram of an analog test apparatus, as shown in 

Figure 2.11. Note that the majority of the circuit surrounding the analog circuit under 

test (CUT) is digital. This is by design: because digital circuits are generally less 

prone to errors than their analog counterparts, as much of the test apparatus as possible
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is implemented digitally. This offers significant advantages, particularly that the 

design is easier to implement (digital design tools are more advanced than those for 

analog), verification of the test apparatus is easier, and the interface with other circuit 

components is much easier to implement as well.

2.6. Chapter Summary

This chapter has reviewed the necessary background on OFDM systems, analog 

decoders, interface circuits, and analog testing. In the next chapter these concepts are 

applied to propose specific circuits and test circuits for an FFT processor, SHs, and 

comparators.
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Chapter 3

Proposed FFT and Interface Circuits

Chapter 2 introduced the block diagram for a combined FFT-AD system, in Figure 2.7. 

This chapter proposes applicable circuits and test circuits for the FFT core, SH, 

comparator, and output register blocks in this diagram. The approximate area 

requirements for each circuit are also calculated, assuming the (256,121) coded system 

targeted in this thesis. The circuits are only introduced here; the detailed design is 

included in Chapter 4.

This chapter is organized as follows. The discussion for each block is contained in 

one section: the FFT, SH, comparator, and output register cell are introduced in 

Section 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, respectively. In each section, the circuit is first 

introduced. Next the test requirements for this circuit are discussed, and the test 

circuit is introduced. Finally, the area estimate for each block is calculated. Section 

3.5 is the chapter summary.

3.1. FFT Core

The system-level FFT core design was completed by N. Sadeghi [5], He developed 

initial specifications and performed system-level simulation in Matlab and C, 

including mismatch analysis. He then developed the schematics in Cadence and ran 

SPICE simulations on the individual cells. This thesis assumes the existence of a core 

schematic which, at the schematic level, is characterized and ready for layout. Figure 

3.1 shows the butterfly diagram of an 8-bit FFT processor. This diagram was chosen 

for its size; a 256-bit processor’s butterfly diagram is far too large to be printed here. 

This is similar to the diagram in Chapter 2, except that the number of weighting 

factors has been reduced from three to one. This is due to Sadeghi’s findings stating
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that an FFT need only generate weighting factors in the first quadrant; the remainder 

can be generated by using the first quadrant’s weighting factors and interchanging 

wires (explained in detail in [10]). Furthermore, through BER simulation he found 

that an entire 256-bit FFT can be effectively implemented using only three, not eight 

as theoretically expected, weighting factors in the first quadrant (again, explained in 

[10]), while providing sufficient performance within a coded system. The cells, 

including current mirrors, weighting factors, addition, and wire interchanging are 

discussed below.

m

41]

42]

43] o

44)

45]

m

47]

y[2] 

y[6]I <--> Q

I <--> Q

I - K —> 1 - * y —> © — m -1 <--> Q

•  y[0 ]

y[4 ]

f W N!

Figure 3.1: Eight-Bit FFT Butterfly Diagram (Modified for Layout)

* •  yU)

y[5)

<• yP) 

y[7]

Two current mirrors were required to create the ‘base’ current mirror: one PMOS and 

one NMOS. These were used for straight one-to-one duplication of currents. Recall 

that a single line in the butterfly diagram corresponds to four wires (each signal is 

represented by real and imaginary, differential analog values), so every base mirror 

actually consists of 4 current mirrors of unity ratio and a base W/L ratio.
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Figure 3.2: Base Current Mirror Representation

For an exact 256-bit FFT calculation 32 weighting factors (WFs) must be used. 

However, from a circuits perspective, this would create too many cells that, due to 

manufacturing inaccuracies, may well be indistinguishable from its neighbors in 

physical implementations. System simulations suggested that a suitable FFT could be 

created using only 3 weighting factors, with magnitudes of 0.4, 0.7, and 0.9. This can 

be accomplished with only a minor loss in FFT accuracy [5].

There are three independent weighting factors used in the FFT (thus six cells were 

required, to allow for both NMOS and PMOS mirrors). Each weighted cell consists of 

4 current mirrors of a specific non-unity current ratio. The input transistor in each 

mirror uses the base W/L ratio, and the mirroring transistor uses

f W '

\  ^  Jm irror

f w '

V ^  Jbase

x (Wr )t (3.1)

where k is 0 to 2. Figure 3.4 shows the layout of one standard-size current mirror, as 

laid out by Pat Mercier. Recall that each transistor consists of 10 minimum-width 

fingers. Along the bottom of the image is ground, to which the source of each 

transistor is attached. The middle transistor is the input, with drain connected to gate, 

and the outside two transistors which each have one output pin on its drain. Weighted 

mirrors are created simply by reducing the number of fingers in the outer two fingers.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of one Standard-Size NMOS Current Mirror

Figure 3.4: Layout of Standard NMOS Current Mirror (180nm 6M1P Process)
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The weighted current mirror cells implement the WFs in the first quadrant. The 

remainder of the WFs, having the same magnitude but a differing phase, must be 

appropriately compensated. To achieve this, ‘negative’ (interchanging the positive and 

negative signals) and ‘complex’ (interchanging the real and imaginary signals) cells 

can be used. In the flow graph, they are assigned the symbols shown in Figure 3.5 and 

3.6. The negative cell signifies a standard current mirror with the differential lines of 

each pair interchanged at the output. These cells are not implemented as physical 

devices; they simply represent re-wiring of the outputs of a standard mirror.

Likewise, the complex cell signifies an interchanging of the real and complex inputs to 

a current mirror.

An addition cell, represented by the image in Figure 3.7, is not required. As the 

signals are current mode, to perform an addition the outputs of two current mirrors 

may simply be wired together.

Figure 3.5: Negative Cell Representation

I <--> Q -K >

Figure 3.6: Complex Cell Representation

* # ■

Figure 3.7: Addition Cell Representation
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Now we will consider a test circuit for this core. In terms of system characterization, it 

is advantageous to be able to see internal values as they are passed between the two 

large blocks within the full analog system; it would be valuable to know if  the FFT is 

functional on its own. For this, the circuit shown in Figure 3.8 is proposed. The 

proposed system, consisting of current mirrors within the FFT and an analog 

multiplexer, allows for viewing internal analog values.

Complex to Real Conversion

n-bit FFT Processor

FFT Output 
Mirror n

Two outputs for every 
value: One to the 
complex to real 

conversion, and one to 
the test unit

Test MUX 
Control

FFT Test Unit

Figure 3.8: FFT Test Circuit

The values transmitted to the output are current-mode. This was chosen for three 

reasons. First, analog decoders make extensive use of current-mode signaling, and are 

certainly not restricted to visualizing elements only in the voltage domain. Second, 

current signals are easily copied: if  a current mirror is already in use, a second 

transistor (as discussed in the next subsection) can easily be added with little impact 

on the overall circuit dynamics. Finally, currents are more easily transmitted over
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larger distances. While there may be a noticeable voltage drop in a wire that runs the 

length of the chip, a current signal will suffer far less degradation.

The output of the FFT is already current mode, so the final current mirror need only be 

slightly modified to allow an additional output. An example of a modified current 

mirror can be seen in Figure 3.9. The modifications to a PMOS current mirror would 

be very similar.

^  I0UT2 ^  ITEST

w = W '

l=L
"n c h f

Ml f j .

M15 M17
"rich"
ij=L
,v = W lh

vss

Figure 3.9: Modified Current Mirror

An analog multiplexer is a signal distribution scheme, and so has the same options as 

for the SH signal distribution, which are the bus and multiplexer methods. However, 

for the test circuit the MUX would only be incremented once per ‘system period’ (in 

this thesis termed (SYS). That is, to view a given output the appropriate control line 

need be set only once, while the data is being loaded. To view the next line, the 

control line is incremented and the data is loaded again. Since the control lines do not 

change during the AD processing time, there is no concern that control line switching 

will feed through to the MUX output. The actual decision regarding bus or MUX 

architecture will be left for the next chapter; in this chapter’s area estimates, a bus 

architecture is assumed.
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Control logic is required to activate the desired transmission gate(s). The control logic 

could be generated in two ways:

• Line Decoder: line decode logic generates zeros on every line except the 

chosen line. This is the more versatile method, but is costly as it requires

np m = \lo^ nc +V> (3'2>

pins.

• Shift Register: In this method, a shift register is loaded with all zeros except 

for the cell under test. The comparators must be tested sequentially. However, 

in this method many comparators can be tested at once, simply by loading all

(or any pattern of) ones into the shift register. Of course, only one input value

can be provided at any one time. This requires

nPJNs = 2 (3-3)

pins (One for data input and one for register clock).

For its better scalability, fewer pins, and capacity for testing multiple comparators, the 

shift register option was selected.

Now let us estimate the silicon area required for the block and its test circuit. Laid out 

as in Figure 3.4, each NMOS mirror is sized approximately 38.5^m  X 11.7 fim, and 

the PMOS mirror is 38.7fim  X 12.5 jim. A simple count of the number of cells 

required suggests that a 256-bit FFT core would require 11 980 individual current 

mirrors. Assuming half of these are NMOS and half are PMOS, and allowing 10% for 

wiring overhead, the area estimate for this core is:

A =11-
256-F F T 11980-

^38.5 -11.7 38.7 • 12.7 ̂ 1 2--------------1--------------- um
v

■6.2mm , (3.4)

or a die approximately 2.5 mm on a side. As the (256,121) AD core in [14] had an area

of only 2.85 mm , the FFT area appears to dominate the system’s overall size.

Addition of a test circuit means adding one extra transistor to each output mirror, and 

adding a multiplexer, consisting of one transmission gate and one shift register cell per
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bit, of the same size as the FFT output. Assuming each transistor has an area of 8 //m2, 

TG has an area of 16/tm2, and each shift register cell has an area of 50 jjxrf 

(reasonable values for the available 0.18 jum TSMC process), the total overhead for the 

FFT test circuit would be
2 2 2

, 256*(8urn +16 Llm +50u rn )  -  . . .%Overhead = ------- — -------- tL.--------Cl—L x \ 00% = 0.3%. (3.5)
6.2mm

This is a low overhead cost.

3.2. Sample and Hold Circuit

The SH circuit, the main circuit used in the input interface, is based on the designs 

used in the interface for previous ADs in this lab ([4, 14, 24, 57]). The circuit 

implemented is as in Figure 3.10 below.

loUT
CLK CLK

F r s tF r s t

DISCHDISCH

Figure 3.10: Proposed Sample and Hold Circuit

This circuit combines the two SH stages shown in Figure 2.7, allowing them to be 

designed and laid out as one. In addition, the output signal I o u t  is a current, not 

voltage, signal; this reflects the need for a current-mode signal to be fed into the FFT. 

In addition, for a 256-bit FFT the first row of current mirrors are PMOS, so the NMOS 

transistor here neatly supplies a correct input current. As a note, if the first row of the 

FFT were NMOS circuits (as in a 128-bit FFT), the output transistors of the first
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mirror could double as the voltage-current converters here. In this case, there would 

be two output transistors instead of one.

For guidance on which SH parameters require testing, we can look to Table 2.1 in 

Chapter 2, which listed key design parameters for SH units. They are pedestal error, 

clock feedthrough, data feedthrough and voltage droop. Each of these parameters is 

discussed below, and its sensitivity to the output.

In the previous chapter, equation 2.11 described pedestal error. The net result of this 

error is a change of the voltage on the capacitor, AF . However, V is already directly 

tied to the output, so to be able to view this error we only need to view the output 

during the time when pedestal error occurs (the sample time to hold time transition).

Clock and data feedthrough both affect V(.. As with pedestal error, then, we need to

be able to view AV  during the time when clock and data feedthrough is most

relevant. The sample time to hold time transition; clock feedthough also occurs during 

the hold time to sample time transition, but is of no interest as V is not valid at that

time.

As seen in the previous chapter, equation 2.12 described voltage droop. This also 

results in a AF,, though at a different time from pedestal error. To view this, we must 

observe V during the hold phase.

In summary, the above testability analysis borders on the trivial. The effect of every 

error can be observed as a change AV  in the capacitor’s stored voltage. In addition, 

since the SH circuits are already fed by the system’s primary inputs (Pis), known 

values can easily be sent to each unit. The only circuit required, then, is to make the 

voltage V visible to a primary output (PO).
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The proposed test circuit for SHs is as shown in Figure 3.11. To the ‘basic’ SH shown 

in Figure 3.1 has been added a single transistor. As determined above, the only circuit 

required is one that provides circuit observability to a PO. This can be accomplished 

by using a single transistor as a current source, which is then wired through a 

multiplexer to a PO. These currents are multiplexed to an output; assuming a single 

output is available, then multiplexer must then be sized to the ratio N:1 for N SH units.

Original Circuit
To PO

OUTCLK CLK
It e s t

K r s t K r s t

V dischV disch Test Circuit

Figure 3.11: Proposed Sample and Hold Test Circuit

The current output can then be read by test equipment; while not shown, an ADC 

could also be added at an area cost for a digital output. The addition of a transistor 

increases the capacitance of the storage node. However, this is an uncontrolled value, 

so care should be taken that the input capacitance of the test transistor is much smaller 

than Cj as labeled in Figure 3.2.

Now consider the area required for the SH and its test circuit. The total area for the 

SH itself is dominated by the capacitor size. The TSMC process available to the 

designers offers metal-insulator-metal (MiM) capacitors which are sized lfF///m 2. 

Using the value of 80 fF used in [14], then each capacitor has an area of 80jum2. 

Assuming the same transistor size of 8 jum2 as in the last section, the area of one SH is

Ash = 7 • SjLlm2 + 2 • SOjilm2 =2\6fJm2. (3-6)

The area o f the full number of 1024 SHs would be
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Ash =1024-216^m2 -0.22mm2. (3.7)

Now to implement the test circuit, one extra transistor is added to each circuit to 

generate I t e s t ,  and a 1024-bit analog multiplexer is added. Here the same size 

estimate will be used for the analog multiplexer as in Section 3.2.1. This results in an 

overhead of

1024 • (8 um2 + 16am1 + 50///n2)
Overhead'% =  x 100% = 34%. (3.8)

0.22mm2

This is larger, but in terms of the overall system size is still a small increase in area. In 

addition, it could be reduced by changing the N:1 ratio to N:Np, where Np is the 

number of pins used. This would reduce the number of shift registers required, though 

not the number of TGs. This area improvement comes at the cost of an increased 

number of pins.

This completes the circuits required for the input interface. In the next two sections 

we will examine the circuits required for the output interface: the comparator, and the 

shift register.

3.3. Comparator

This section introduces the comparator circuit used in the output interface and 

discusses test circuits for the comparators.

First consider the design of a comparator. From Table 2.2, we know that the ideal 

comparator design must: be clocked (with an input reset/precharge to V Dd /2 ) ,  have a 

differential input, have a low mismatch in the input stage (or, ideally, have switched- 

capacitance mismatch compensation), have a high gain amplifier at the input, and have 

no feedback to input stage. As a further restraint, the output of the AD core is current

mode, so the comparator input must be current-mode.
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In discussion with Chris Winstead at Utah State University (USU), a ‘dynamic 

comparator’ with a winner-take-all (WTA) input stage was chosen. These are shown 

in Figure 3.12 and 3.13 below. The WTA stage performs a nonlinear amplification 

and a current-voltage signal transformation. The dynamic comparator stage uses non

overlapping clocks to achieve a mismatch-compensated voltage gain.

V qd

CLK
CLK CLKCLKWTA1

LK
WTA2

SS

Figure 3.12: Dynamic Comparator

V,DD

■ Q

WTA1'

Mi

Latch
JL

T l _ v-WTA2

H U m

V;SS

Figure 3.13: Input WTA stage
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Now to consider testability of the comparator, we look at the parameters that require 

monitoring in comparators. They are, as listed in Table 2.2, speed, power 

consumption, input offset, resolution, hysteresis, and common-mode rejection.

Comparator outputs are digital, so a slower-than-design speed manifests itself as 

excessively slow pull-up or pull-down times. The output of the comparators under 

consideration is clocked, so if  they are processing slower than the acceptable design 

speed, the fault will manifest itself through functional testing.

Resolution is the comparator’s accuracy -  the range at which it can reliably 

differentiate between the input signals. Because it is comparing outputs from a 

subthreshold circuit (the input signals are on the order of 10 nA), accuracy is of utmost 

importance. In addition, the comparator’s resolution can be affected by transistor 

mismatch, which is a real possibility. Resolution, then, should be considered.

Consider the comparator’s input threshold Vth on a number line, as in Figure 3.14.

Output = 0 Output = V Dd

Input Voltage (V)
V TH

(Design)

Figure 3.14: Graphical Representation of Comparator Input Threshold Voltage

Resolution refers to the ‘blurring’ of this line, as in Figure 3.15. Offset, conversely, 

represents an actual movement in the threshold voltage, as in Figure 3.16. The 

maximum error in V T h ,  then, is a combination of these two, as in Figure 3.17.
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R esolution

I Input Voltage
VTH

(Design)

Figure 3.15: Graphical Representation of Input Threshold Voltage Resolution

(Actual) (Design)

Figure 3.16: Graphical Representation of Input Threshold Voltage Offset

Max. Error in V Th 

H H  

Offset

H------

Resolution

Figure 3.17: Graphical Representation of Offset and Resolution

Offset

V th V th
Input Voltage (V)

V t h  Vth 
(Actual) (Design)

I
TH

Input Voltage (V)
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The key question is whether these values must be considered separately or if  they 

should be considered in the same test. Both of these are properties of the comparator 

input stage; both change the range of inputs for which the comparator reliably 

produces correct outputs. More importantly, from a functional standpoint it is 

irrelevant whether a comparator produces poor results because it has a large offset or a 

poor resolution; it is only important the comparator is producing poor results. Given 

this, it is possible to check the maximum allowable variation of offset and resolution at 

the same time, as in Figure 3.18.

Maximum Offset
—  — ►h -------------------

Resolution Resolution

Vth
(Design) 

Test 
Points

Input Voltage (V

Figure 3.18: Test Points for Input Offset and Resolution

Thus only two points need to be tested, to ensure proper results. This requires 

controlling both inputs and observing the output of the comparator.

Effectively, testing the power consumption refers to IDDQ testing, which may be a 

reliable manufacturing test. This is effective for physical-level models, such as testing 

for the correct operation of specific transistors. Here we will assume the circuit to be 

correctly manufactured, and only be concerned with parametric error due to mismatch. 

For these errors, I d d q  testing will not be effective.
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Hysteresis is typically a concern in comparator testing, but as this comparator is reset 

between reads, hysteresis is not a concern.

The common mode rejection ratio (CMRR) is the measure of a change in resolution 

over the range of input values. In order to check the CMRR, then, the resolution test 

above must be re-run several times, each with a different common mode across the 

input range. If the comparator has the same resolution over these tests, then it passes 

the test.

In summary, with the exception of power supply testing, all tests can be performed by 

setting known inputs and viewing the outputs. This led to the selection of the 

proposed test circuit below.

If we take a basic comparator circuit in an AD output interface to look like in Figure 

3.19 (‘SR’ is a shift register cell), the proposed testing circuit is as in Figure 3.20.

SR

Figure 3.19: Comparator Circuit
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TESTk

From
Core

SR

TESTk

From
PI

Figure 3.20: Test Modifications to Comparator Circuit

The input controllability comes from two input pins that have been added. The output 

observability comes from the shift register cell. For example, a test to see if the delay 

of the comparator’s 0 to 1 switching time is less than 100ns could be run in this 

manner:

1. Set TESTk to 1 to activate the test for this comparator

2. A given input is set on the inputs to generate a 0 on the output

3. A second input is set to generate a 1 on the output

4. A timer counts 100ns

5. The shift register is clocked out and the appropriate bit is read. If the output is 

1, the comparator passes; if  not, it fails.

As can be seen in the figure, this requires the addition of four TGs per comparator, two 

external pins to provide the test inputs, and a test control line for each comparator 

(denoted TESTk, where K ranges from 0 to (nc)-l and no is the total number of 

comparators on -chip. One input pattern, normally all-zeros, must be reserved for 

normal operation, where no TEST lines are 1). To generate the control signals, the two 

options as presented in Section 3.1 are again available: the line decoder option and the 

shift register option. Again, and for the same reasoning as in Section 3.1, the shift 

register option was selected.
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Now we move to the comparator area estimate. The comparator itself has 21 

transistors, assuming a single transistor to generate the current supply Iu- Winstead 

suggested values of approximately 200fF for Q , and 300fF for C2; these values, along 

with the standard 8 jum2 transistor size used in the area estimates in Section 3.1 and

3.2, will be used for the area estimates. The estimate area for one comparator cell is
2 2 2 2  

A COMPARATOR =  2 1 ' 8/ ^  +  200/2222 +  300/2222 =  668/2/22 . (3.9)

All 121 comparators in the system would then take

C omparator = 121'‘ 668^  -  8 1 0 0 0 /J  (3.10)

The test circuit requires adding 8 transistors per comparator. As a result, the test 

overhead would be
'  2 2 '

4 • 8/2222 +  50/2222

Overhead% = ±---------------5 2 x 100% = 12.2%. (3.11)
668/2222

This is a typical overhead for test circuits.

3.4. Output Register

As this system has 121 comparators, there must also be 121 shift register cells. These 

values are never stored in a working circuit; they are taken in from the comparator then 

shifted out immediately. For this reason, a dynamic register such as that shown in 

Figure 3.21 was selected. This circuit is directly available in textbooks such as [63]; 

the only modification is to add a multiplexer at the input so the register can be 

switched from a parallel load (when all 121 comparators are driving their respective 

cell; V c o m p  is the comparator output voltage in Figure 3.12) to shift mode, when the 

values are being shifted out (the output Q o u t  is tied to Din of the next cell).
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Q out

CLK CLKCOMP
Q out

Figure 3.21: Proposed Output Register Circuit

The testability analysis for this block is quite brief. While dynamic comparators are 

considered, from an ad hoc point of view, to be difficult to test, this register could 

quite easily be made scannable. The only requirement would be the addition of a 

single input pin for a digital input to the first register element. Aside from the one pin, 

there would be no further area requirements.

The output register area estimate is also brief. The register itself has 22 transistors, 

most of which are in the two-bit MUX. Using the standard 8 jum2 used in earlier 

estimates, the area for one register cell is
2 2

d  ̂ - 2 2 - 8jum = \16um  . (3-12)
COMPARATOR ' J

All 121 register cells in the system would then require

A r e c , s t e r  = 1 2 1 * 1 1 6 ^ - 2 1 0 0 0 ^ .  (3.13)

The test circuit requires no additional transistors, and pins have not been considered in 

the overhead calculations. As such, the test overhead is zero for this circuit.

3.5. Chapter Summary

This section offered test circuits for the sample and holds at the system input, the 

comparators and shift register at the system output, and the interface between the FFT 

and AD subsystems. The next chapter will focus on the detailed design of the

interface and test circuits for a 256-bit FFT-AD system (the FFT and AD cores are

designed in [5] and [14] respectively).
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Chapter 4

(256,121) FFT-Analog Decoder System 

Interface

This chapter presents a design methodology for the interface for a (256, 121) AD-FFT 

system. The system diagram is shown in Figure 4.1. This figure is an elaboration on 

Figure 2.7, substituting specific values for variables and adding input elements that 

were previously implied. The AD core, which is being re-used from [14], is a Block 

Turbo Code (BTC) decoder. As can be seen in Figure 4.1, the output of the AD core 

requires 121 comparators, and the input requires 1024 discrete input SHs. This chapter 

demonstrates the detailed design calculations and decisions involved in designing this 

interface.

Section 4.1 covers the design of the input interface and its associated test circuit. 

Because both the SH test circuit and the FFT test circuit require an analog multiplexer, 

these are combined to make one large multiplexer, large enough for each of the 1024 

FFT signals and 1024 SH outputs; this design is in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 discusses 

the output interface; Section 4.4 contains a brief note on power supplies for this 

system, and Section 4.5 summarizes the chapter.

4.1. Input Interface

The input interface consists of the signal generation, signal distribution, and sample 

and hold blocks shown in Figure 4.1. While this system would in reality receive 

values from a communications receiver, for the purposes of testing the signals will be 

generated by a digital to analog converters (DAC). The first decision then is whether
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to integrate the DAC on-chip with the FFT, or on its own. The design of a DAC itself 

is not a part of this thesis.

Digital Output
(Serial)

SRSR SR

121 Comparators

Comparator 
Test Inputs

(256,121) Analog Decoder

512 Data 
Lines

Complex to Real Conversion

1024 Data m 
Lines

256-Bit Analog FFT Processor 00

SH SHSH1024 SHs

SHSH SH1024 SHs

Distribution Method
DAC

Test MUX 
ControlMay have 1 

or more, on- 
or off-chip

Test
Additions
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Figure 4.1: (256, 121) FFT-AD System Block Diagram
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In the previous AD-only designs [4, 14, 24] in this lab, the DAC was off-chip and the 

signals were loaded one at a time. This necessitated a very slow operating speed, due 

to the high capacitance on the input pin; the off-chip DAC needed to charge the PCB 

trace, the input pin, the bonding wire, the bonding pad, the on-chip wiring, and the 

capacitor itself. Without detailed analysis it is still easy to see that this excess 

capacitance slows the overall speed of the circuit. This was acceptable for previous 

circuits, as the number of values to be loaded was small (two of the above references 

required loading only sixteen values per cycle). However, this FFT requires 

considerably more values, so the time available per value is considerably less. For this 

reason the DAC will be integrated on-chip for this design.

There need not be only one DAC; in fact with only one DAC the signal generation will 

likely be the system’s critical path. Adding more DACs, and dividing the total number 

of SHs between them, the following calculations were used in the choice of number of 

DACs to include on-chip. Assuming a (256, 121) code, and given a target bitrate 

(BR), the number of 256-bit coded frames that must be processed in one second is

t
SYS ^ XBRV'

v 121 ,
(4.1)

In this time, here called the system period, 1024 samples must be loaded into the SH 

registers. The time available for each sample is then

Mt = t x  , (4.2)
LOAD SYS J  Q 2 4  V '

where M is the number of DACs used. The system requires the data to be held for the 

total processing time, tsYs- For the worst case, which is very first SH to be loaded, the 

SH must also hold the data for the time required to load all the data in the bank of SHs. 

This is as long as tsys if only one DAC is used, but when multiple DACs are used this 

would be

I tt (4.3)
STOR M  V ’
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The number of DACs was chosen using calculations shown in the MATLAB script 

NumOfDACs.m in Appendix A. This generated the graph of DAC clock frequency, 

equal to 1/ froAD, versus M, the number of DACs used, shown in Figure 4.2.

25

20

13tx
U_
)£.

•u to
33cr

too 140120
Number of DACs used

Figure 4.2: Design Clock Frequency for Given Number of DACs and Bitrates

Regardless of target bitrate, this figure suggests that the required clock speed would 

dramatically rise after 32 DACs on-board; 32 DACs are thus chosen for this 

application. The 1024 SHs would then be spread 32 per DAC.

Next, the output from the DACs must somehow be directed to the appropriate SH at 

the appropriate time. The choices were shown in Chapter 2: bus distribution in Figure 

2.10 and MUX distribution in Figure 2.11. This distribution network’s operation can
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be modeled with a basic RC circuit with a time constant T, where T is the Elmore 

delay of the distribution network [63]. R is the on-resistance of the distribution 

network and C is a combination of the papacitor’s and the network’s capacitance. In 

this system, the charging of the capacitor voltage can be modeled

* LOAD

Vc = VDAc V ~ e '  > (4-4)

This implies that the capacitor voltage Vc will not reach V d a c  f o r  a very long time; 

however, if  we instead search for the time where Vc reaches 99% of V d a c ,  we find 

that

° - " ^ c  = ^ c ( 1- c > <4 -5>

.\-^d2 . = 4.6. (4.6)
T

To achieve this we set the target sampling time to be greater than 5x. Using a safety 

factor of 2, we then select the minimum clock period to be

n = 10^  (4.7)LOAD v ’

Then we must calculate r  for both distribution options. In both cases, we assume that 

the transistors in the transmission gates are in the Triode region. R is the on-resistance 

of the circuit, which can be determined by Rp in parallel with Rn where each 

transistor’s resistance is

1 W ,  x 
R = -------- (— )(V - F \  (4.8)

D S  I I  C  T  v  GS T )  V '
^  OX

C is determined by two factors: the capacitance of the input capacitor itself, and the 

capacitance of the input line. For the bus method, the capacitance of the input line is 

determined by

C =C + N  ■ C , (4.9)
TOTAL WIRE SH T G ’ v '

where N is the number of SHs in the line, C t g  is the input capacitance of the

transmission gate, and C w ir e  is the metal-to-base capacitance of the wire itself. For

the multiplexer method, ignoring the capacitance of the short wire, the capacitance of 

one node is
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^TOTAL ^ O N  + ^ GD-NMOS + ^SD -P M O S ’  ̂̂
where Con is the capacitance of the ‘on’ transmission gate, plus the input capacitance 

of the ‘o ff TG. With these, T can finally be calculated. The Elmore delay formula, 

for N different capacitors connected via a resistive network to a voltage source, is

w = i  CA <4-'0
k=  1

where Ck represents each capacitor, and Rk represents the resistance, including the 

source output resistance, from the source to that capacitor [63]. For the bus option, 

this amounts to

T BUS = C W,RER DAC + C SH ( P dAC + R SH )  ^ 1 2 )

Likewise, for the MUX method the time constant is

T m u x  = C n o d e R d a c  + S  « • C n o d e R t g  + C SH K c  + R s h  + 8  ' R t g  ) (4-13)
n = 1

The delay for both cases was calculated using the Matlab script SHoptimize.m in

Appendix A; values for the physical parameters were taken from MOSIS extracted

models [71].
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Figure 4.3: Time Constant of Distribution Methods by SH Capacitor

Consider Figure 4.3, which was generated by this script. This suggests that there are 

two broad regions for consideration. In the first, in the approximate range of 1 to 

lOfF, the Elmore delay analysis is necessary, and in general the MUX method seems to 

be the option with the smaller time constant. In the second region, in the general range 

of greater than 50fF, the time constant is dominated by the size of the capacitor being 

charged; this is because the SH capacitance, C , is an order of magnitude larger than

the parasitics represented by C and C” . in this range the time constants for the1 x WIRE NODE 0

bus and MUX methods are

(4.14)
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and

T m u x  “  C SH (? D A C  + R s h  +  S  • R tg  ) (4.15)

respectively. In this region, it is clear that the bus method is the faster option. As an 

additional consideration, for this system’s 1024 values the bus method requires 1024 

transmission gates; the multiplexer method requires 2047, more than twice as many. 

For these reasons the bus distribution method was selected for this system.

A critic may point out that data and clock feedthrough were ignored during this design 

decision. This is because data and clock feedthrough are not well characterized and it 

is not clear what effect it will have on the overall circuit. Given that, the designer 

believes it is more valuable to pay attention to that which can be measured over that 

which may or may not have an effect on the circuit’s performance. It is hoped that the 

SH test circuits will allow insight into this effect, so that future designs can take these 

into account.

The SH circuit was introduced in Chapter 3; Here we detail the device sizes chosen for 

this system. The minimum speed is set by the voltage droop, which is the loss of 

stored voltage over time. This is in turn the result of leakage current, which is 

dominated by subthreshold leakage through the switch capacitors. Substituting (4.2) in 

(2.12), we get

with Ileak and C as controllable variables. Clearly, maximizing C and minimizing 

Ileak will achieve the lowest voltage droop. These two targets are discussed below.

Current leakage ( I le a k )  is thought to be a major cause of imperfections in previous 

designs [14]. This occurs primarily through the discharge transistor: the controllable 

variables for this device are the width and length, and the voltage level of the source 

connection, V d is c h  in Figure 3 .1 0 .  As a result, the discharge transistor was selected to 

be a Tong-channel’ device, so that

AV ~64t LEAK
LOAD (4.16)
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L
DISCH

DISCH _ 0.28nm
0.6fJm

(4 .17)

Looking at equation (2.13), describing subthreshold current, we can see that leakage 

current is dependent on V d s -  A s  a result, the discharge line was disconnected from 

ground, and instead connected to its own line, V d is c h -  Making V d is c h  nonzero reduces 

the differential value between V c  and V d is c h ,  in turn reducing subthreshold current. 

Since V d is c h  is an external connection, a precise value does not need to be selected 

here.

The capacitor used in previous designs was 80fF; these ADs suffered from poor 

performance; the manufactured devices’ BER was considerably higher than expected 

[14]. Unfortunately, because the systems had no test circuits it is difficult to know if 

any one circuit is performing correctly. The sample and holds are suspected, though 

not proven, to be a part of the systems’ performance issues. As a result, the designers 

set out to nearly double this value to 150fF per capacitor. Early calculations, such as 

the DAC to SH calculations in Appendix A, use this value. However, these capacitors 

were implemented using the mixed-signal metal-insulator-metal capacitors available in 

our TSMC process, which have a capacitance of 1 fF per um2. This requires the total 

space for all 2048 capacitors to be:

or a square more than 0.5mm on a side. Recalling that this does not even consider 

other area such as wiring and transmission gates, this is too large for any practical 

implementation. As such, the design focus shifted to physical size.

In physical implementation, it would be ideal if  all the SHs were lined up in a row; this 

reduces the noise from running data lines next to the capacitors. Considering the 

minimum width of the capacitors as specified by the CMC design rules, wiring 

overhead, and spacing between capacitors, each SH must be at least 6.0 jum wide. The 

1024 SH units then, must be at least:

2

• 150 /F *1024• 2 = 307200//m , (4.18)
jUm
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Ac =6.0[lm» 1024 =  6 .14mm. (4 .19)

The area estimate for the FFT core (see equation 3.4) was a square 2.5mm on a side. 

The possible solutions to this problem are:

1. wrapping the SHs around two sides of the FFT core (in the shape of a 

capital L), or

2. staggering the SH units so they use less space.

As the SHs must also have a DAC immediately behind them, option (1) was rejected 

because it requires interface area on two sides instead of one. In addition, the core 

could be resized to a rectangular shape, so it is the same width as the input interface. 

Attempting to meet this minimum width of the capacitor, and with some iteration with 

the extraction tool, a length of 15.7 jum was chosen. This only calculates to 60 fF; 

however, extracted values and added parasitics resulted in a value of 110 fF.

Finally, the transmission gate sizes needs to be selected. By the guidance of Table 2.1, 

the TG must have identically sized PMOS and NMOS devices. In addition, because 

their resistance is in the distribution path, they should have as small a resistance as 

possible; this translates to minimum length and a greater than minimum width. The 

following device sizes were chosen:

Wm _ 1.5fjm
(4.20)

Lm 0.18jJm

This completes the design of the input interface. The next step is to design the test 

apparatus for the input interface. Recall from Chapter 3 that the only external circuit 

required is an analog multiplexer; this is designed in the next section.

4.2. Input Interface and FFT Test Circuit

As both the SH and FFT test circuits require an analog multiplexer, they were 

combined to create one large multiplexer, with 2048 inputs. In Chapter 3 a brief
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overview of the analog multiplexer was given; there shift registers were chosen to 

generate the required control signals. The multiplexer design is discussed here.

Thorough coverage of analog multiplexer design is available in [47]. It mentions two 

major concerns: settling time and crosstalk. These parameters are analogous to the 

distribution scheme parameters described earlier; they will be given only brief 

coverage here.

Chip Boundary y  ■

N
I

l
•

NJ | RtEST>,• O I s
Within SH i

00 1
Circuit i —1 ---- -1 >—

i CD0) 1 Test Pin
ItestI j 1

i

:
C
X

i
1
1

1

4

1
1
1

Test MUX 
Control

Figure 4.4: Test Multiplexer External Connections

ts , the total settling time, is the time required for the output to reach 99% of its final 

value. Like tLOAD above, it is determined by the time constant T of this system. This 

system is as in Figure 4.4. The dominant capacitance is the output pin, and the 

dominant resistance is the external test resistor. Ignoring the transmission gate itself, 

the time constant is
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^M UX ~  ^ T E ST  ' C p iN (4 .21)

Conveniently this test resistor is a passive element, so can be easily characterized. 

However, the pin capacitance is currently unknown.

Data feedthrough, as defined in a digital textbook such as [63], is thought of as being 

crosstalk due to inter-wire capacitance. However, most crosstalk concerns revolve 

around high-frequency signals; they do not apply in this situation. Because the signals 

are current-mode, the larger concern is of leakage current through the nominally off 

transmission gates. If there is some leakage current I l e a k  through each TG, the total 

output current would be

+ (4-22)
i * N

hoo
00

roo
-i*.oo
O)

05

Figure 4.5: Two-Stage Multiplexer Architecture

As there are 2048 other TGs in this application, the difference can be significant. At 

this point, we can now visit the question of using a MUX or a bus architecture. The 

MUX architecture uses multiple stages of transmission gate; this ‘transistor stacking’ 

will reduce the overall leakage current. However, a full MUX implementation is costly
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from an area perspective. For this reason, a modified MUX architecture, consisting of 

two stages of MUX is implemented, as in Figure 4.5.

This completes the full input interface and test sections. In the next section we will 

discuss the output interface.

4.3. Output Interface

The output interface consists of the comparators and shift register cells shown in 

Figure 4.1. The comparator itself was selected and designed by C. Winstead of USU; 

the specific design of this unit was not performed by the author of this thesis so are not 

contained here.

The schematic for the output register was introduced in Chapter 3. The non-inverted 

output is not necessary for this application. To minimize area requirements, all 

devices can be minimally sized. The test circuit requires a row of transmission gates 

implemented in the circuit. For design simplicity, the same transmission gates are 

sized as those in equation (4.18).

This completes all system design work for the interfaces. We will end this chapter 

with a short note on system voltage supply.

4.4. Supply Voltage

It is common practice to provide different voltage supplies for the digital and analog 

portions o f the chip. A total of six independent power domains pins are suggested for 

this system. These are digital registers, DACs, SHs, FFT, AD core, and comparators. 

This allows for reduced power supply noise, and characterization of each of the 

circuits’ power consumption. All supply voltages should be 1.8V.
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4.5. Chapter Summary

A design methodology for the system shown in Figure 4.1 was demonstrated. Device 

sizes and system-level values for the components introduced in Chapter 3 were 

calculated. In the next chapter, we will see a portion of this system implemented and 

fabricated.
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Chapter 5 

64-Bit FFT Test Chip Implementation

Chapter 4 presented the detailed design for interface and test circuits for a full system. 

In this chapter, the physical layout of a test chip, containing a 64-bit FFT, is presented. 

This was implemented to demonstrate the FFT as a stand-alone system. The block 

diagram of the chip is shown in Figure 5.1. In the center of the chip is a 64-bit FFT 

core, implemented using the circuits introduced in the ‘FFT Core’ section of Chapter

3. The input interface is the same as that designed in Chapter 4 (but scaled down for a 

64-bit FFT, instead of the 256-bit FFT used in Chapter 4). The analog values are 

supplied using DACs, which are included on-chip. The output is the FFT test circuit 

introduced in Chapter 3.

Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 each describe a section of the FFT system: the FFT core, the 

input interface, and the FFT test circuit respectively. Section 5.4 describes some 

additional components included on-chip for characterization using bench equipment, 

and then Section 5.5 describes the actual fabrication process. Section 5.6 outlines the 

test methods for the FFT system, and then Section 5.7 summarizes the chapter.

5.1. FFT Core Implementation

The core was implemented using the standard cells introduced in Chapter 4; the 

schematic is available in [5]. The place-and-route (PAR) tools had difficulty fully 

processing the full sixty-four bit FFT; it was slow and frequently crashed. To reduce 

the design complexity, a 16-bit FFT unit was first laid out, then used as a block in the 

larger system. Recall that an FFT processor is constructed recursively: a 64-bit FFT 

contains, among other processing elements, two 32-bit FFTs, and a 32-bit FFT
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contains (among other processing elements) two 16-bit FFTs. As a result there are a 

total of four 16-bit FFTs in the core.

4 Output Lines

256 Data Lines

256 to 4 Analog MUX

256 SH pairs 
32 per DAC

SH SH
tN tN

t t
SH SH
ti t2

DACs

ft tf
Distribution Method

Figure 5.1: Test Chip Block Diagram

n
64-Bit Analog FFT Processor

SH
tN

f

Backup Analog 
Input (Serial)

The layout of the 16-bit FFT is shown in Figure C.3. As explained in Chapter 4, the 

basic cells are NMOS and PMOS current mirrors. These are separated by large power 

supply stripes; these alternate between VDD and Vss- The total core layout can be seen 

in Figure C.2. Its size as implemented was 792 /jm  X 977 fim, or just less than

0.8mm . The original area estimate, using the same assumptions as in Chapter 3, for 

a 64-bit FFT was

A =1.1*
64 -B IT

.__r 38.5*11.7 38.7*12.7 ̂  528 ------- :------+ --------------
v

=  1.1 mm . (5.1)

This is reasonably close to reality.
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To design the power wiring, an estimate of the FFT core’s power consumption was 

required. To do so, consider that an FFT consists of columns of current mirrors, each 

of which duplicates its respective input current. For this analysis, ignore the weighting 

factor cells: given this, each FFT processor then consists of a single column of current 

mirrors, and then two FFT processors of half as many bits. Starting from the smallest 

FFT processor, a two-bit FFT consists of only one pair of current mirrors: in the two- 

bit case the input currents are simply doubled and then added. Since the adding does 

not change the current magnitude, it is ignored; the result is that the total current

consumption is the currents at the input plus twice the input currents at the output.

This can be represented as
4 *2  4 * 2  4*2

^ „ = I ^ + 2 y / = 3 y / .  (5.2)
77 = 1  7 1 = 1  77 =  1

where the summation represents the sum of all the input currents, at four currents per 

bit.

A four-bit FFT doubles its input currents, and then feeds them into a pair of two-bit 

FFTs. For a worst-case scenario, the individual input currents In will be considered to 

be identical, at the maximum possible input magnitude. Since the currents being fed 

into each two-bit FFT have already been summed, they are each double the input 

current. Thus the total amount of current used by a four-bit FFT is equal to
4 * 4  4 * 4

24_ „= 5 > ,+ 2 5 > 2 (2 /2„ )  (5.3)
77 =  1 77= 1

4*2

= T l j . -  (5-4)
77 =  1

This makes use of the assumption of identical values of In: as a result
2*2 4*2

2X 7 • (5.5)^  77 n v  y
77 = 1  7 7= 1

This pattern continues: with the doubling of the number of bits processed, the total 

current draw grows according to the description

4NB,t
I  = 2N  • Y  /  , (5.6)

N  BIT ^  n '  v ’
n = 1
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where N b i t  is the total number of bits in the FFT. This allows us an estimate of the 

overall draw of the 64-bit FFT. Assuming input values of lOnA,
4*6 4  - 6

/ M= 2 - 6 4 - £ l 0  (5-7)
n = 1

= 1.3 mA. (5.8)

The expected power consumption can then be quickly calculated, assuming a supply 

voltage of 1.8V.

p  =1.8-7 =2.4mW . (5.9)
64 64 v '

This is certainly an upper bound; both the weighting factors and variances in In will 

reduce the overall power consumption.

As this is at best a loose estimate, the supply line wires were conservatively chosen to 

be \2 fim  wide, routed on the Metal 1 layer, which outside the FFT cells was dedicated

to power and ground routing. The sheet resistance of this layer according to MOSIS

parameters [71] is 0.08 ohms/square. Using the wire resistance equation given in [63]

R = R — Q, (5.10)
S Q y y  K '

this translates to a power line resistivity of

p  = 6 .6 7 ^ /  . (5.11)r vDD /  mm

Then the resistance for a single power strip in the FFT core, approximately 950jjm in 

length, is 6 Q. Post-layout extraction confirmed this value. Approximating 300jum in 

distribution wiring from the power pin to the core, equal to 2Q, the total expected 

resistance from pad to the furthest point is approximately STL The maximum possible 

voltage drop is then

V = /  - m  = \0rnV. (5.12)
D D d r o p  64

The remainder of the wiring was completed using Cadence’s IC Craftsman PAR tool. 

Due to the low speed of the core’s operation, resistive parasitics in the signal wiring is

of no concern (according to the authors of [72], resistive parasitics need only be

accounted for in circuits operating above 1GHz). An analysis of the effect of parasitic 

capacitance on the FFT’s performance is to be included in [10].
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5.2. Input Interface Implementation

The full input interface is shown in Figure B.l (schematic) and C.6 (layout). It 

consists of eight five-bit DACs, each of which drives 32 SH units. Because of the SH 

capacitor sizes, they could not all be arranged in a single line; as a result they are 

staggered as shown in Figure C.6.

Several transmission gates were required for the layout of this chip. A single 

transmission gate was designed and used in all cases, with some minor modifications 

for use in the output multiplexer. The sizing was as chosen for TGs in Chapter 4. The 

schematic for this gate is in Figure B.10, and the layout image is Figure C.15. The 

sizes used are shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Transmission Gate Sizing

Cell W/L Ratio

Transmission Gate PMOS 1500nm/180nm

Transmission Gate NMOS 1500nm/180nm

All shift registers in the chip were implemented using the same basic cell (the 

schematic of a single bit register is shown in Figure B.9, and the layout of a five bit 

shift register is shown in Figure C .ll). The cells were chosen to have the sizes as 

listed in Table 5.1 and 5.2. The TGs were reused from the analog multiplexer, and the 

PMOS and NMOS were sized identically so the cell would form a rectangular shape.

Table 5.2: Shift Register Device Sizing

Cell W/L Ratio

Inverter PMOS 500nm/l 80nm

Inverter NMOS 500nm/180nm
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The same basic cell was used in all ‘register’ instances throughout the chip. This 

includes the input shift register (only the positive output was used in this case), and the 

input and output MUX control shift registers.

The DAC layout is in Figure C.10. Layout was completed using Tanner Tools at Utah 

State University (USU). I released the layer-encoding map (cmospl8.strmMapTable) 

to the USU group, who exported their design as a GDSII file. This was then imported 

into Cadence using the same layer map file. Because USU is not party to CMC’s 

license agreements, it was laid out using slightly different DRC rules from the 

remainder o f the system (USU used TSMC rules available through MOSIS). Because 

the issuer of both rules was TSMC, we had hoped the rules would be quite similar. 

However, upon importing the file we found that, despite being DRC-clean according 

to the MOSIS rules, over 1200 DRC errors were present using the CMC rules. We 

first inquired with TSMC (through CMC) whether we could intermix the DRC files, 

submitting the design as-is, given that the DAC was in fact DRC-clean with the 

MOSIS rules. The answer was negative. Given this the designer was left to eliminate 

the errors by hand (as releasing the DRC rules to USU would violate the terms of the 

CMC NDA). Once this was completed the U of A team sent the USU team an 

extracted SPICE netlist to ensure that the DAC was still operational. USU confirmed, 

and the DAC was integrated with the remainder of the circuit.

One DAC-SH unit is shown in Figure B.3, B.4, B.5, and B.6 (schematics) and C.8 

(layout). The input of one DAC unit is a five-bit shift register; once this is loaded, 

pulsing the DAC clock causes the value to be placed on the DAC output. Once the 

DAC clock is driven low, the value placed on the clock is

V - V  -  V . (5.13)
LOW  REF HIGH  v  '

Since differential values are loaded onto sequential SHs, this reduces the amount of 

values that must be fed into the DACs.
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The DAC -  SH distribution is a single line with one TG tap for each SH (The Bus 

method of distribution as introduced in Chapter 2 and discussed in Chapter 4). There 

is also a pair of backup gates that allow for analog input. The control line for this unit 

is connected to a pair of transmission gates; if  this signal is high, they allow the DAC 

voltage to drive the signal line, and if  the signal is low, they allow the input pins to 

drive the signal line (these are shown in Figures B.6 and C.9). There are four inputs, 

so they must be demultiplexed to the eight DAC units (this is shown in Figure B.2 and 

C.7).

5.3. FFT Test Circuit Implementation

As introduced in Chapter 3, the FFT test circuit consists of an analog multiplexer. As 

there was only one output from the FFT, mirroring, as discussed in Chapter 3, was not 

required. The implementation of this unit is discussed in this section.

The basic unit for the MUX is the four-bit transmission gate, whose schematic is 

shown in Appendix B.13 and layout shown in C.18. It is itself based on the standard 

transmission gate, whose schematic and layout are shown in Figures B.10 and C.15 

respectively. These are linked together to create an analog multiplexer with a ratio 

32:4 (see B.12 and C.17). If these are nested, they create a multiplexer with ratio 

256:4, which is what is required for this chip (see B.l 1 and C.16 for the schematic and 

layout respectively).

This smallest block has only one control signal (and its inverse), which runs vertically 

over the four transmission gates. In order to avoid antenna errors, the control line was 

run on Metal 3, then at each transmission gate the connection goes up through Metal 4 

before being connected to the gates through a stack of vias leading from Metal 4 to 

Poly.
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The layout of these control signals was the area-limiting factor. Because we want 

similar rise and fall times, it was important to layout all the signals on the same metal 

layer. The total metal layout was chosen as in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Analog Multiplexer Metal Use

Layer Use

Metal 1 Power/Ground

Metal 2 Input/Output

Metal 3 Control Signals

Metal 4 Control Signal Connections

It should be noted that actual rise/fall time of the control signals is not a key design 

measure, because the output multiplexer is set only once each FFT process cycle.

5.4. Test Components

To allow for characterization of their properties, four individual components were 

placed on-chip. These consisted of one NMOS current mirror, one PMOS current 

mirror, one sample and hold element (the layout image is Figure C.4) and one section 

of the dynamic comparator discussed in Chapter 4 (the layout image is Figure C.5). 

These are all included in Figure 5.2. They are also powered independently and are 

accessible directly from pins, so can be fully characterized using lab equipment. 

Finally, two extra pins were tied together, to measure the capacitance of the analog pin 

used. To find the pin’s capacitance, measure the total capacitance of the path between 

the two pins and divide by two.

This completes the outline of all the components contained on-chip. The next section 

describes the actual fabrication of the chip, and physical modifications required to fit 

the chip to the manufacturer’s specifications.
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5.5. Chip Fabrication

This chip was submitted to Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC) 

through CMC Microsystems on August 9, 2006. The process is a 0.18//m six-metal, 

one-poly (6M1P) process with mixed-metal options (deep N-well, MiM-capacitors, 

and thick-Metal6 for inductors). The CMC Systems run number is 0603CF. The chip 

was implemented on a 2mm x 2mm die; the floor plan is shown in Figure 5.2, and the 

full chip layout image is Figure C .l. The minimum bonding pitch available is 70 jum; 

to reduce crosstalk, this chip used a bonding pitch of 80 jum.

As is typical in silicon designs, the final step before submission was to ensure a 

minimum density for each layer. For the Poly and Metal 1-6 layers, this was easily 

completed using the Diva Layer Fill script made available by CMC. However, there 

was also a minimum layer density for the ‘CTM’ layer, the mixed-signal layer required 

for the capacitors. This layer has specific requirements, in particular:

• CTM must be under laid with Metal 5, and

• No layer can be under the CTM/Metal 5 combination.

Because of these rules, the standard layer fill script did not effectively fill the CTM 

layer. As a result, dummy capacitors with both CTM and Metal 5 tied to ground were 

placed in empty locations in the chip to fill CTM to the minimum density. Once this 

was complete, the remainder of the chip was filled with the other seven layers.

The chip will return in a 120CQFP package. As the cavity size in this package is 8.13 

mm square, and this chip is 2 mm square, there was some question as to whether or 

not the bonding service will be able to complete this order. Regardless of package, 

when it does return the FFT system will need to be tested, according to the test plan in 

the next section.
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5.6. Test Plan

The first stage of characterization involves characterizing the test units. In particular, 

we can measure the actual facts of data feedthrough and clock feedthrough on the 

capacitor voltage. Likewise, the comparator can be tested for functionality. In 

addition, the through current mirrors on-chip can be characterized using lab 

equipment.

Next to be tested are the multiplexer registers. On both the output multiplexer and the 

SH units, there are shift registers to control the data flow. These are fed by their 

respective ‘START’ pins, and the outputs are visible through the ‘TEST OUT’ pin. 

This will assure the functionality of the shift registers themselves; nothing more.
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Figure 5.2: Chip Floorplan (As Implemented)

From this step, the functional testing of the FFT can begin. The testing is run as 

follows:

1. BKUP CTL is set to one (1.8V) to allow the DACs access to the SHs.

2. The one is placed at the input of the START lines.

3. The MUX clock signals are pulsed through to place the one in the first register.

4. Five bits are fed serially into the input lines, using the IP IN and IP CLK pin.

5. DAC CLK is set high to advance the values into the DAC.
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6. The IP MUX clock signal is pulsed to advance the control to the next SH.

7. Steps three-five are repeated 31 more times.

8. The first four outputs can then be viewed. Only four outputs can be viewed 

during any one cycle. To view all outputs for the given input pattern, the same 

pattern must be loaded 64 times in total.

If no outputs are visible, this may be because the DACs are faulty. In that case,

1. BKUP CTL is set to zero to allow the external pins access to the SHs.

2. IP_MUX_CTL is set to zero to allow access to the first four DAC units.

3. The one is placed at the input of the START lines.

4. The MUX_CLK is pulsed to advance the shift register

5. The MUX clock signals are pulsed through place the one in the first register.

6. Four analog values are placed at the analog in pins.

7. Steps 4-5 are repeated 15 more times.

8. IP_MUX_CTL is set to one to allow access to the second four DAC units.

9. Steps 4-5 are repeated 15 more times.

In this way, the entire FFT system can be characterized.

When testing, one must consider what makes a system a ‘success’. In general, if  the 

system is able to produce an output whereby one can calculate what the input was, that 

could be, at least from a VLSI standpoint, considered to be a ‘successful’ circuit. The 

much more important question is whether the output corresponds to a Fast-Fourier 

Transform of the input data. It is, of course, unlikely that the output will be a perfect 

FFT of the input data. However, like in all analog testing, if  the data is within some 

range it can still receive a passing grade.

In terms of characterizing the system, a system of linear equations can be developed to 

determine the actual weighting factors within the system. Simple comparisons of
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suitable numbers of input and output vectors will allow the tester to get an accurate 

picture of mismatch within the weighted current mirrors.

Recall in Chapter 2 it was mentioned that Dai et al. [40] considered AD device 

mismatch to be a form of channel noise, and demonstrated a means to refer it to the 

input of the decoder. The general idea upon which this approach is founded is that the 

very purpose of a channel coding system is to remove errors, so there already exists the 

means to combat these parametric deviations from the ideal. These deviations need 

only be characterized as another source of noise in the communications system shown 

in Figures 2.2 and 2.5. If such a characterization can be made, then the system should 

be considered a ‘success’. Whether the actual magnitude of this noise is acceptable 

would depend on its relative value compared to the magnitude of noise introduced by 

the other steps in the chain.

5.7. Chapter Summary

The layout and physical considerations of implementing a 64-bit FFT system were 

covered in this chapter. The system consists of a 64-bit FFT core, 256 SH units, and a 

256:4 output multiplexer, each as introduced in Chapter 3. In addition, one SH unit, 

one comparator section, and two current mirrors were included on-chip for 

characterization. This was fabricated through CMC Microsystems run 0603CF.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

A design methodology for the interface of analog decoders is demonstrated. This 

extends the body of research on analog decoders by focusing on their interface with the 

remainder of a communication system. This thesis introduces three circuits for analog 

decoders: an analog FFT processor, a sample and hold, and a comparator, that are 

appropriate for this application. It also introduces a test circuit for each of these 

circuits, designed to give designers the ability to characterize their designs. 

Furthermore, a design methodology was demonstrated for a full FFT-AD system; this 

methodology was partially used in the implementation of a 64-bit FFT processor chip.

Figure 5.2 demonstrates the largest concern facing analog decoders. The input 

interface constitutes almost a quarter of the total die area excluding bond pads. This 

area is dominated by the MiM capacitors; it would be much more space-efficient if 

these capacitors could be removed outright. At the least, an investigation into more 

area-efficient implementations of capacitors would be a worthwhile endeavor. Even 

before pursuing this, a good project would be to gain an understanding of the system’s 

requirements. How much voltage droop can occur before the data is irretrievably 

corrupted? The answers to these are unlikely to be single numbers, but rather there 

likely exist relationships that need to be understood. Perhaps a future researcher will 

find that the current emphasis on voltage droop is altogether unnecessary, and find that 

the SH capacitance values can be much smaller than they are now.

The output interface poses design issues of its own. Comparator mismatch is 

problematic, and including compensation circuits would give the output interface as 

many size problems as the input interface. Some work, such as in [68], has attempted 

to compensate for this mismatch in other innovative ways. It is not clear if this
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method has any application in ADs, but the general concept may be applicable. For 

example, rather than implement one comparator for each output bit, a designer may 

choose to implement, say, 16, and use a windowing technique, perhaps using SHs, to 

evaluate the bits. This allows larger, more complex, comparators to be implemented 

without increasing the output interface’s area requirements. The designer could then 

also implement a BIST technique where 18 comparators are actually fabricated; they 

are then tested, and the two with the worst offset are rejected and not used. Since the 

data is already being shuffled for the windowing technique, adding this capability 

should not be much harder.

In this FFT implementation each succeeding column doubles the total magnitude of 

the currents. This is problematic, as in large FFTs the transistors at the tail end will be 

processing currents orders of magnitude larger than the transistors near the input. This 

is certainly undesirable, from both a characterization and a power consumption point 

of view. The simple solution is to halve the current mirror weighting -  rather than 

mirror the current, each mirror would reproduce 50% of the input. Weighted current 

mirrors would produce 50% of the weighted value. This should keep the total current 

values constant; some analysis would be required to ensure that mismatch concerns 

will not be magnified in this configuration. More fundamentally, it should be asked 

whether the FFT is most easily implemented, or if it would be easier to implement the 

original DFT equation in analog. The FFT is commonly used, as it is easily 

implemented in digital logic, but there is no precedent proving that the FFT is easier to 

implement in analog than the DFT.

One difficulty faced in this thesis is that there is no easy way to characterize an analog 

system on the order of even a (256,121) system. There exist modeling techniques such 

as that in [73] for RF design; these could hopefully find application in ADs.

More broadly, analog decoders represent the application of information theoretic 

concepts. Applications of information theoretic concepts to other problems include
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applications to analog circuit design [68] [37] and even genomic analysis [74], This 

suggests that there is a wide range of applications for these concepts. A further push 

to integrate these concepts with other design methods would be invaluable.
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Appendix A 

Matlab Scripts Used in Interface Design

%NumOfDACs.m
%Calculates number of DACs required for a given throughput

BitsPerFrame =121; %Assuming a (256,121) code 
BitsPerDAC=[8 16 32 48 64 96]; %Sweeping across these possibilities 
BitsPerSecond=[3e7 le7 5e6 le6]; %Likewise, considering these speeds 
NumOfDACs = zeros(4,6);
ClkFreq = zeros(4,6);

for i = 1:4 %One iteration for each line on the graph 
bps = BitsPerSecond(i); %Set the rate for this iteration 
FrameSpeed = bps./BitsPerFrame;
TimePerFrame = 1 ./FrameSpeed;
NumOfDACs==l 024,/BitsPerDAC;
ClkPeriod = TimePerFrame./BitsPerDAC;
ClkFreq(i,:) = 1 ./(ClkPeriod* 1 e6); %inMHz 

end

hold on;
plot(NumOfDACs, ClkFreq(l,:), 
plot(NumOfDACs, ClkFreq(2,:),':'); 
plot(NumOfDACs, ClkFreq(3,:),'-'); 
plot(NumOfDACs, ClkFreq(4,:), 
xlabelCNumber of DACs used'); 
ylabel('Required Clock Frequency (MHz)'); 
legend ('30Mbps',' 10Mbps','5Mbps',' 1 Mbps');
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%SH_optimize.m
%Calculates the maximum clock frequency for two distribution methods

%-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

%Process Constants from MOSIS Spice Parameters
%----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

mu0_N=270.3885488/le4; %mA2/Vs 
muO_P=113.5996838/le4;
Cgdo_N=9.05e-10; %in F/m - multiply by W to get the answer 
Cgdo_P=6.59e-l 0;
Cgso_N=9.05e-10; %in F/m - multiply by W to get the answer 
Cgso_P=6.59e-l 0;
Cj0_N=1.002472e-3;
Cj0_P=1.154588e-3; %in F/mA2 - muliply by area to get answer 
Cjsw_N=2.529156e-10;
Cjsw_P=2,429929e-10; %inF/m 
Vt_N = 0.52;
Vt_P = 0.51; %Use Absolute Value 
K_N = 172.3e-6;
K_P = 65.8e-6;
Cox_N=(K_N*2)/(muO_N); %k = (UnCox)/2; solve for Cox
Cox_P=(K_P*2)/(muO_P); %Cox uses cmA2
R_sq = 0.08; %Ohms/Square

%----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

%Design Variables
%----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

%Transmission gate sizing 
W_N=0.6e-06;
L_N=0.18e-06; %m
W_P= W_N; %Sizing them the same to minimize pedestal error 
L_P=0.18e-06; %m

BitsPerDAC=32;
NumOfDACs=l 024./BitsPerDAC;
C_cap = [le-15 10e-15 50e-15 100e-15 150e-15]; %F 
Vin = 1.8; % assume the worst case

%----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

%Capacitance Calculations
%----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C db N = CjO N*(W N*L N)+Cjsw N*(2*L N+W N);
C s b N  = C_db_N;
C_dg_N_OFF = Cgdo_N*W_N; %Just C_gd, for the 2nd transistor
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C g N = W_N*L_N*Cox_N + Cgso_N*W_N + Cgdo_N*W_N; 
%account for both C_gd and C_gs

C_db_P = CjO_P*(W_P*L_P)+Cjsw_P*(2*L_P+W_P);
C_sb_P = C_db_P;
C s g P O F F  = Cgso_P*W_P; %Just C_gs, for the 2nd transistor 
C g P = W P*L P* C o x P  + Cgso_P*W_P + Cgdo P*W P;

% Take the wire to be on Metal 2; Metal 1 is for VDD 
W_wire = 0.28e-6;
L_wire = 5e-6*BitsPerDAC; %assuming 5 microns per SH

C_wire = W_wire*L_wire*19e-18+L_wire*59e-18;
C_others = BitsPerDAC.*(C_dg_N_OFF + C s g P O F F ) ;

%----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
%Resistance Calculations 
%----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VGS_N = 1.8- Vin; %gate at VDD when TG is on 
VGS P = Vin - 0; %grounded gate when TG is on

Veff_N = (VGS_N-Vt_N);
Vef fP  = (VGS_P-Vt_P);

if Ve f fN <= 0
Rds_N = l e i 5; %'infinity' - take a subthreshold transistor to be off. 

else
R d s N  = 1./ (muON * Cox_N* (W N / L N )  * V eff_N); 

end

if  Vef fP  <= 0
Rds_P = l e i5; %'infinity1 - take a subthreshold transistor to be off. 

else
R d s P  = 1./(muOP * C o x P  * ( W P / L P ) *  Vef fP) ; 

end

R trans = 1./(1 ./Rds N + 1 ./Rds P);
R out DAC = R trans; %assumption
%----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
%Aggregate Calculations 
%  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

%BUS METHOD 
C1BUS = Cw i r e  + Cothers;
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C trans = C_db_N + C_sb_N + C g N + C_db_P + C_sb_P + C g P;
C2BUS = C c a p  + C_dg_N_OFF + C_sg_P_OFF;
tauBUS = R_out_DAC.*Cl_BUS+(R_out_DAC+R_trans).*C2_BUS; %lumped 
model - Rabaey pg. 154

%----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

%MUX METHOD
C Node = C_dg_N_OFF + C_sg_P_OFF;
R1 = R o u t D A C  + Rtrans;
R2 = R_out_DAC + 2*R_trans;
R3 = R_out_DAC + 3*R_trans;
R4 = R_out_DAC + 4*R_trans;
R5 = R_out_DAC + 5*R_trans;
R6 = R o u t D A C  + 6*R_trans;
R7 = R o u t D A C  + 7*R_trans;
R8 = R_out_DAC + 8*R_trans;

tau_MUX =
R_°ut_D AC * C_Node+R 1 *C_Node+R2*C_Node+R3 *C_Node+R4*C_Node+R5*C 
Node+R6*C_Node+R7*C_Node+R8*C_cap;

loglog(C_cap,tau_BUS, 'x') 
hold on;
loglog(C_cap,tau_MUX, ’o')
loglog(C_cap,tau_BUS,
loglog(C_cap,tau_MUX,

legend('Bus Method', 'MUX Method') 
xlabel('Capacitor size (F)') 
ylabel('Distribution Method Time Constant (1/s)')
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Appendix B 

Interface Schematics
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Figure B .l: Complete Input Interface
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Figure B.9: Shift Register Cell
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Figure B.12: Multiplexer (32 to Four-bit)
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Figure C .l: Full Chip Layout
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Figure C.2 -  Sixty-Four Bit FFT Unit
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Figure C.3 -  Sixteen Bit FFT Unit
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Characterization Units

Figure C.4: Sample and Hold Unit

Figure C.5: One Stage of a Dynamic Comparator
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Input Interface
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Figure C.6: Complete Input Interface
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Figure C.7: Backup Demultplexer
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Figure C.8: One DAC Unit
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Figure C.9: One DAC Unit (Closeup on Signal Control Demultiplexer)
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Figure C. 10: DAC
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Figure C.l 1: 5-Bit Shift Register
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Figure C .l2: Sample and Hold Unit
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Figure C .l3: Sample and Hold Unit (Closeup on Input Control)
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Figure C .l4: Shift Register Cell
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Figure C .l5 - Basic Transmission Gate
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Output Interface

Figure C .l6: Output Multiplexer (256 to 4)
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Figure C .l7: 32 to 4 Multiplexer
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Figure C .l8: Four-Bit Transmission Gate
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